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Indie Journalists Arrested in Greenfield Last Year Return for Accountability
Felony Wiretapping Among Charges Levied

Pete Eyre and Ademo Freeman (aka Adam Mueller) were arrested outside the Franklin County Jail by Todd M. Dodge of the Greenfield Police Department as they attempted to record the bailing out 
of a friend last July. On Monday, July 18th they hope to finally be vindicated at their trial held at Greenfield District Court.

They pair - advocates of transparency active with CopBlock.org and LibertyOnTour.com - have since their arrests sought to hold accountable those who violated their rights. Today two charges - a 
felony and a misdemeanor - against Eyre stemming from an unjust search of his vehicle parked blocks from the incident location, were dismissed. This is very telling.

Felony wiretapping is the most-serious remaining charge, though they are confident it too won't stick as they were told by a supervisor at the jail that they could film, no posted ban against filming 
existed, and no policy was ever produced to support later claims that recording was prohibited.

Accompanied by Beau Davis and others on the ground, Eyre and Freeman will spend this week in Greenfield in preparation for their trial, connecting with other victims of the police, conducting 
interviews, and doing outreach outside the court with "Don't Take the Plea Deal" pamphlets.

Beau, Eyre and Freeman believe that if an action is wrong for them, it doesn't suddenly become legitimate for someone wearing a badge. In this day and age of technology and information, the efforts 
of the three standing up for their rights are of universal benefit for all those in the struggle for freedom.

###

For more information about this topic, please contact [Ademo Freeman] by calling [262.305.9206], or e-mail [Ademo] at [copblock@gmail.com].

All content accessible at: http://CopBlock.org/Greenfield

#1 - July 4th, 2010 – Greenfield, MA PD Arrest & Intimidate Activists For Filming – a summary & point-by-point overview of Pete & Ademo’s unjust arrests with pictures and a video of MARVs recovery
#2 - July 4th, 2010 – Free Grafton blogger helps get Liberty on Tour crew out of a Massachusetts cage – an overview of Ademo & Pete’s arraignment on July 2nd and their recovery of MARV that day
#3 - July 5th, 2010 -“Greenfield Police Sgt. Todd M. Dodge Placed on Administrative Leave for Menopause after exclaiming, ‘I’d fucking kill you!’” by Thomas Spooner – a satirical piece about Todd M. Dodge
#4 - July 6th, 2010 – Thank You Thank You Thank You from Pete and Adam – Ademo & Pete thank their friends for their support
#5 - July 6th, 2010 – “The main issue here is that this is obviously a false arrest” – Carlos Miller – an article about Todd M. Dodge and the crazy charges levied by those in Greenfield, MA against Pete & Ademo
#6 - July 14th, 2010 -Donation Allocation Update from Greenfield, MA Arrests – Pete & Ademo took steps to be accountable with donations made to them because of their unjust arrests
#7 - July 15h, 2010 - GreenfieldPD and Brad Jardis Face Off in Comments Section – a conversation between former NH police officer Brad Jardis and a supporter of the Greenfield, MA police department
#8 - July 20th, 2010 -“They’ve Done Something Really, Really Wrong in Arresting those Guys.” – Penn Jillette – Penn’s Penn Point on Pete & Admeo’s ridiculous charges
#9 - Aug. 5th, 2010 – Greenfield, MA Revisited – a two-part video overview from Pete about the incident and the unaccountability he & Ademo have since suffered by “public servants” in Greenfield, MA
#10 - Aug. 11th, 2010 – Penn Jillette mentions Cop Block again! – Penn highlights the unprofessionalism of Greenfield, MA bureaucrats related to this incident
#11 - Nov. 3rd, 2010 – My Name is Pete Eyre – My Docket Number Is 10.41.CR.11.41 – Pete asks friends to call Greenfield bureaucrats and breaks down his charges (two felonies and three misdemeanors)
#12 - Dec. 7th, 2010 - My Fax to Greenfield, MA “Authorities – the text of a fax Pete sent to the judge, mayor & folks with badges (and their contact information) demanding his property back & reminding them of the situation (since they’d 

been ignoring his phone calls)
#13 - Jan. 3rd, 2011 – Heading Back to Greenfield, MA – Pete gives a conversational recant of the incident & touches on the unaccountability he and Ademo have since seen
#14 - Jan. 7th, 2011 - Got a Minute to Call Our Friends in Greenfield? – call flood to the judge, mayor & folks with badges (and their contact information) asking for the release of the video footage captured by Ademo & Pete and their charges 

be dropped
#15 - Jan. 10th, 2011 - Greenfield Justice Needs More Time… – four videos (each with a paragraph of descriptor text) from Ademo & Pete’s court appearance that day & links to external coverage on the event
#16 - Feb. 15th, 2011 - MA’s Wiretapping Statute Targeted by Coalition of Free Speech Advocates – information about a brief filed by a coalition of media outlets and free speech advocates to support a man charged with felony wiretapping in 

MA
#17 - Feb. 19th, 2011 - Massachusetts Wiretapping Case (for filming police) Headed for Trial – a video (with summary) and analysis of our court proceedings the day prior by Ademo
#18 - Feb 28th, 2011 - Greenfield, MA Documents - the documents (police statements, motions, mug shots, etc.) that we’ve been given have been created since our arrest
#19 - Mar. 1st, 2011 - CopBlock.org Contributors Attend Greenfield, MA Public Safety Commission Meeting – In this video and blog post Ademo talks about the lack of accountability he and Pete have suffered thus far and outlines ways he 

plans to use both the system and public pressure to clear their names of their charges
#20 - Mar. 2nd, 2011 – Franklin Co. Jail Surveillance Footage – a ten-minute video surveillance clip (no audio) recorded outside the entry of the Franklin County Jail, clearly showing Ademo & Pete were not secretly recording
#21 - Mar. 11th, 2011 – Bloggers File Motion to Dismiss – this post includes the actual motion and a short breakdown of its contents. There are links to statements, court rulings and more.
#22 - Mar. 15th, 2011 – Raw Footage from Arrest Released - raw footage from our arrest on July 1st, 2010. Ask yourself, does this warrant 5yrs in jail and a $10,000 fine?
#23 - Mar., 16th, 2011 - Op-ed Sent to Greenfield, MA’s local paper – The Recorder – a short op-ed Pete sent to Greenfield’s local rag
#24 - Mar. 17th, 2011 – Motion to Dismiss Wiretapping Taken Under Advisement? – The judge seems to side more with Pete and Adam, scolding the DA, and returning their footage. He’ll also rule on the motion at a later date
#25 - Mar. 25th, 2011 -MARV’s Dash – See, No “Manipulated” VIN Number! – the Greenfield PD claims MARV’s VIN number was manipulated, thus giving them “authority” to enter and search the RV (resulting two charges against Pete). 

This video shows refutes their claims
#26 - Mar. 28th, 2011 -Will Greenfield, MA Bureaucrats Make Right to Pete Eyre & Ademo? – an overarching video that details the aggressive force used by Todd M. Dodge of the Greenfield, MA Police Department and his colleagues at the 

Franklin County Jail against Ademo (aka Adam Mueller) & Pete Eyre on July 1st, 2010 and the subsequent lack of accountability
#27 - Mar. 31st, 2011 - Letters of Support – Shaun Lee, fellow activist, organized an on going event for people to submit letters to in support of Ademo and Pete. Examples also in post.
#28 - May 17th, 2011 - Update: Free State Friendship Tour – Greenfield, MA – An short overview about our conversations with Greenfield mayor William F. Martin, Greenfield police lt. Gary Magnan and Pete’s motion hearing to suppress 

evidence.
#29 - May 19th, 2011 – Greenfield Police Have No Comment or Accountability – We went to the Greenfield police station to ask officers their thoughts on filming police but were immediately threatened by Lt. Gary Magnan.
#30 - May 24th, 2011 – Greenfield Police Harass CopBlock.org bloggers – After pounding on the door of MARV and making demands the Greenfield police attempted to ticket Ademo for Jaywalk.

#1 Greenfield, MA PD Arrest & Intimidate Activists For Filming
http://www.copblock.org/1836/greenfield-ma-pd-arrest-intimidate-activists-for-filming/

Posted on July 04, 2010. Tags: Adam Mueller, Allison Gibbs, antigone darling, Civil Disobedience Evolution Fund, Filming police, Free State Project, Free Talk Live, FreeKeene.com, Greenfield MA, Gun rights, Illegal search/entry, lance 
weber, Mark Capuzzo, MARV, Massachusetts, Pete Eyre, Rich Paul, Todd M. Dodge

Short Overview
(written by Adam Mueller and edited by Pete Eyre)

On Thursday, July 1st 2010 Pete and I headed into the Franklin County Jail to bail out Rich Paul, who had been arrested the day before. We were initially told that we could not film in the lobby by Franklin County Sheriff’s but later were told 
we could do so. We left and 15 minutes later returned with the bail money and Pete’s ID but were then told that we were not permitted to film on the property. We stated that public officials can be recorded while conducting their duties, that no 
one in the building had any expectation of privacy and that we had our cameras as a means of protection as well as accountability for everyone involved. It was those with badges who then took action against us for standing our ground and 
doing what we believe is right – actions that did not harm anything.

Sgt. Todd M. Dodge placed myself and Pete under arrest without disclosing what we were actually being arrested for. We were taken to the Greenfield Police Department where we were abused, finger printed, photographed, stripped and had 
our personal possessions stolen from us. The police, under the watch of Sgt. Dodge, threw us into a cage without blankets, a phone call or telling us exactly what we were being charged with. The jail, with concrete floors, was extremely cold. 
We were monitored via a camera in the ceiling. We did anything we could to keep warm and to occupy our minds/time. We did chants of ‘no victim no crime,’ sang songs, preached libertarianism and even did a workout.

Finally after 12 + hours in our cages we were taken to court to face a judge. We finally learned what our charges were: felony wiretapping and resisting arrest for us both Pete also has felony firearm/ammo and VIN manipulation charges. We 
were released on personal recognizance and have court dates on July 29th and Aug 2nd.

Feel free to read the more below and stay tuned to for updates here at CopBlock.org.

UPDATE: http://www.copblock.org/greenfield-ma-revisited
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Exhaustive Overview
(written by Pete Eyre and edited by Adam Mueller)

Background

• On Wed., June 30th in the afternoon our friends Rich Paul and Mark Capuzzo and their friend Jackie were arrested while traveling through MA by the “State Police”. They were charged with allegedly having marijuana and a handgun.
• On Thur. July 1st at 2:55pm I posted the following to my Facebook: “Leaving Manch in MARV w/ Adam M. Mueller Ⓥ & heading to Greenfield, MA to hopefully help free Rich Paul & Mark Capuzzo from their cage. If you can help 

pay their bail pls send $ through PayPal to “ladiesoflibertyalliance@gmail.com” and Allison Gibbs Ⓥ will coordinate w/ us. Thanks in advance!”
• Knowing the harshness of man-made legislation in MA toward victim disarmament we put out a call via Porc411 before leaving the ‘shire and asked if anyone would let us leave some property with them. Thanks to some friends this was 

done.
• We arrived in Greenfield and parked MARV along the curb on Conway Rd. facing south. There were no signs indicating that our location violated any man-made legislation (we later went back and took pictures of the area to prove this). 

We locked MARV’s windows, drew the curtains and shades and closed and locked the door.
Franklin County Jail

• Adam and I walked into the jail just after 6pm. We approached the front desk and informed the attendant that we wanted to pay the ransom on our friends Rich Paul and Mark Capuzzo. We were asked if we were filming. We responded 
in the affirmative. We were asked to turn off our cameras. Over the next 10min we had a conversation with the attendant and a few of his colleagues. We asked why it was alright for them to film us (there were multiple cameras mounted 
on the ceiling recording everyone present) but not for us to film them, especially as they, as government employees, work for us.

• One man, about to end his shift asked “Are you guys 4409? Are you with 4409?” And cautioned his colleagues that we may be 4409 (referring to the awesome Phoenix-based activist whom we met last year). We noted that we were 
friends with and supporters of 4409.

• When a supervisor (older, wearing a white shirt) walked by we asked him if it was alright that we filmed while there. He told us that it was a security risk to film while in the jail. Adam clarified that we had no intention of going into the 
jail but were going to remain in the lobby to get our friends. The supervisor walked to the attendant and told him to let us film, to count our money and check my DL and to get us on our way. The attendant started to proceed as instructed 
but we informed him that we had to get the money from the ATM at the grocery store as we had been unsure of the amounts of ransom demanded for Rich and Capuzzo. We were told we’d have to fork over $500 for Rich and ten times 
that for Capuzzo. Unfortunately we didn’t have enough to get both guys out so we agreed to focus on getting Rich out for the time being.

Grocery Store

• It was about 6:30pm. We crossed the jail’s parking lot and walked back to MARV to get my DL, staying just a minute or two before leaving for the ATM in the grocery store. When almost at the doors of the store a car with “Greenfield 
Police Department” decals sped to a stop diagonally in the driving lane and a man later identified as Todd M. Dodge asked from his window “Do you plan on going back up there?” I replied “Where?” at the same time Adam said “Yup.” 
Dodge exited the vehicle and walked toward us.

• Dodge asked “Are you recording me? Are you audio recording? Because that’s illegal in Massachusetts”. Adam and I kept walking toward the store with Dodge trailing. I asked: “Are we being detained?” “No” Dodge replied. “So we’re 
free to go?”, I asked and Dodge replied, “Yes.” Adam and I left the scene and entered the store. Dodge returned to his vehicle.

• I withdrew cash to cover Rich’s ransom and walked back to the jail.
Arrest

• Adam and I walked into the lobby and approached the counter. The attendant informed us that we could no longer film there. I proceeded to count out the money and lay it, along with my ID, on the counter as previously requested. We 
continued to question why our ability to film in the lobby had arbitrarily been changed in the 10-15 min. we had been gone. The attendant provided no clear answer. Eventually he was joined by two colleagues and Dodge, who had parked 
outside.

• One of the reasons that we supposedly could no longer film proffered by the men with badges was that their claimed concerned about the privacy of others in the lobby. We noted that we did our best to only film ourselves and those 
who’s salaries are paid via stolen money. And we questioned the double-standard they vocalized – that we could not film but that they, who purport to work for us, could. This continued for ~10min. Eventually Adam indicated that we 
could eliminate this concern for the time being by continuing the conversation on the sidewalk immediately outside the lobby. Everyone migrated.

• Outside almost immediately we were ordered to turn off our cameras – a threat, they stated, that if not followed, would result in our arrest for trespassing. We again continued to point out the double-standard they were enforcing – that 
they could film but we could not, that the policy they cited wasn’t clear as what was now supposedly banned had earlier been approved and that their facility itself was public property. Moments later Dodge grabbed Adam’s wrist and 
twisted it back, stealing his camera. Other men with badges moved to reinforce Dodge and descend upon me. We did not resist but went limp. Adam was dragged to a car and forced inside. I was carried to another car.

Greenfield Police Department

• During the drive I questioned the man who was bringing me to a cage. I asked him to think about his actions, noting that I had not violated the rights of anyone else. I told him that he alone was responsible for his actions – that he could 
not justify what he was doing simply because someone with more metal pinned to their chest instructed him to do so, or because it was so dictated on a piece of paper. He didn’t disengage. My opening to distinguish between natural law 
and arbitrary man-made legislation came after he proclaimed that we are given our rights from the government. Soon I touched on Public Choice Theory. Adam later told me he remained silent on his ride to jail.

• We were met at their headquarters by more men with badges. It was probably just after 7pm. We both noted that though we were peaceful and would not resist, we were not going to help them trample our rights by actively helping them. 
We were roughly carried inside while being mocked.

• Neither of us provided our names. They asked if I was “Peter Eyre” – the name on the DL I carried when attempting to pay Rich’s ransom. I replied “That was the ID I was carrying.” I was searched by being picked up and placed on the 
floor and rolled so they could access my pockets. My shoes and socks were removed. Other property was taken from me, including a set of keys was found, which they assumed were for a RV. One of the men later left with the keys and 
from what we can piece together, delivered them to his colleagues who were watching the RV, which was parked a couple of miles away. Inside MARV (more later) they found an ID that listed its owner as “Adam Mueller”.

•

• Adam was brought into Dodge’s office. Also present was Marcus Paulin who too had a badge pinned to his chest. Adam overheard Dodge on the phone mention that they may just have to break the window of the RV to gain access, 
apparently trying to intimate Adam and cause him to admit that it was in fact our RV. Adam asked “What would you do if I broke a window into your home?” Dodge replied, “I’d fucking kill you.” Adam pointed out this double-standard 
while Dodge continued his aggressive, standoffish questioning of Adam. Meanwhile, I was questioned by three men with badges on their chests. They laughed about their use of force against me and Adam. One man with a badge told 
me it was wrong to call our destination cages since they had no bars. Then he smirked. I told him that whatever the construction of the cells they were still a cage built to deny freedom of movement – something we had done nothing to 
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deserve.
• I asked the men at what point do they believe it right to stand up to unjust arbitrary man-made legislation. I asked them at when would it have been alright for the Jews in Nazi Germany to not comply – when it was dictated that a gold star 

be added to their clothes? When their property was raided and stolen? When they were forced into ghettos? When they were loaded onto trains like cattle and offloaded in camps? When they were ordered by people “just doing their job” to 
kneel in front of a big pit filled with bodies or walk into a gas chamber? I was told, after a laugh, that that scenario was history and that it had happened under a different government altogether. I stated that these were the types of things 
have have happened historically and are happening today due to the incentives inherent in an unchecked institution that relies on force to operate and the belief that some people have authority over other people.

• Adam was carried from Dodge’s office to a chair positioned in front of an ink pad and paper cards. I was carried into Dodge’s office, questioned and photographed (including my tattoos) – the same process to which Adam had just been 
subjected.

• I was carried to the fingerprinting chair and was fingerprinted. Like Adam before me, I did not resist nor did I assist. I could hear someone chanting. It was Adam. The men with badges pinned to their costume vocally deciphered what he 
was saying – “No victim. No crime. Peaceful people shouldn’t be put in cages”. Then they laughed. Adam continued for the next hour or two.

• I was then dragged to my cell by Paulin and another man. It was at the complete opposite end of the cells from where Adam had been caged. I was hefted out of the chair and told that a more-thorough search of my pants had to be done. I 
was asked if I would assist. I declined. Two grown men – strangers – removed my pants. The same had happened to Adam.

• On their way out I encouraged Paulin and one other man to think about the morality of their actions. Paulin paused with the sliding cell door open and looked me straight in the eye and told me “I’m with you. Probably more than you 
think.” I asked him why he wouldn’t then act based on what he knew right. That he could speak out against this institution of violence. I told him he’d be a hero. He said “Not to my family.” I said, “Sure, it may not be an easy decision. 
You have years invested. But if your family trusts you they’ll respect your decision and will be open-minded to learning why you quit. I told him that a friend, Brad Jardis, had left his position as a “peace officer” in NH due to his moral 
disagreement with drug prohibition. I pointed out the welcoming and supportive community in which Jardis now finds himself. He closed the door slowly and left. It was about 8:30pm.

• My cell had cinder-block walls, a steel sink/toilet combo with no toilet paper, and a concrete floor and ceiling and a raised concrete bench/sleeping area.
• I joined Adam’s chant and over the next couple of hours we kept it going. No one ever communicated with us.
• We tried to sleep but it was cold. We found that to communicate we had to yell a few words at once due to the echos in the cages. We decided to do an impromptu workout to stay warm and mitigate our boredom. Incline pushups, dips 

and crunchies were in store.
• It was after midnight. We balled up and were still freezing. We banged the door repeatedly and asked for someone to bring us a blanket but none ever came. Out of the silence came a voice in the ceiling – a man who identified himself 

only as a “dispatcher”. He informed me that he was alone in the facility but would radio for someone to stop by and help us. We waited. A couple hours later James Rode – who too had a metal badge on his costume – arrived. He asked 
what we needed. I informed him that we had been locked-up and not informed of our charges. That we were cold and were never given blankets. And that we’d not yet made a phone call. He asked me twice in an accusatory tone if I was 
being truthful about the last point. He said that if what I told him was verified by the call log I would be able to make a call. He left. We heard him on the phone. He mentioned Free Keene. Then we never saw him again.

• It was still very cold. We tried to sleep. I did jumping jacks and pushups to stay warm. Adam paced. He was told by the “dispatcher” that “Even rodents get used to their environments.” We weren’t happy.
• At around 5am a man with a metal badge on his costume came in and asked if we wanted breakfast. We both declined, noting that we didn’t want to justify the gun placed to the heads of those living in the area who’s money was stolen to 

pay for the food.
• Around 6am we were told via the very-real voice of Big Brother in the ceiling that we would leave in 15 min. for court. We were excited for a (hopefully warmer) change in environment. Over the next hour and a half we were told by the 

dispatcher and other officers that we would leave in 15 min. We finally did.
• As Adam was putting his shoes on he asked Dodge, “Did you think about what you did to us? You had a chance to be a ‘peace officer’ yet you choose to use force.” Dodge replied, “I slept fine.” To which Adam said, “You may not see 

it today or tomorrow but one day you’ll realize someone here used force against peaceful people who’ve harmed no one. And it wasn’t me.” Dodge then told Adam that he’s (Adam) just a two-time drug felon who’s the scum of the earth 
and will be in and out of the system the rest of his life. Adam replied, “Vices aren’t crimes. You see it this way today but one day you’ll realize.”

Greenfield District Court

• We were handcuffed, surrounded by men with guns, placed into what’s essentially a cage on wheels and “transported” (really a pc way of saying shipped like cattle) to the courthouse. The man who drove us went 40mph in a 20mph and 
failed to buckle our seat belts. We pointed out the unaccountability of his actions. He was unresponsive. We continued anyways. His response: crank up the volume of the radio. I yelled over the sound, “You can try to ignore the reason 
and morality on which the points we’re making are based but you know deep down in your heart of hearts that what you’re doing is wrong. You can try to justify this by telling yourself that you’re just doing your job but how would you 
feel if your relative was sitting in this position right now? We are peaceful people and haven’t violated anyone’s rights. You alone are responsible for your actions. You can stop this car and let us out.” This continued the entire ride.

• We parked and were greeted by Dodge and other men with badges. Adam informed Dodge of the the man-made legislation ignored during our transport and Dodge said “Good.” On the way inside I pointed out to Dodge the sub-par 
conditions in which he left us the previous night. Dodge said he had slept “Just great.” I advised him to think about how that bed was bought – with money stolen from people – and how Adam and I, who hadn’t violated anyone’s rights, 
had been treated. He seemed nonplussed.

• We went through intake, both declining to take public defenders, again due to the taxpayer liability. We were each assigned a lawyer to help with our bail proceedings that day. Adam lucked-out with Timothy J. Flynn who happens to be a 
libertarian. My court-appointed lawyer for the day was Jon Heyman. We gave them some background about how we ended up there. Adam was told he was being charged with felony wiretapping and resisting. I was told I had those 
same charges as well as a felony firearms/ammo charge and a misdemeanor VIN manipulation. And we both may also be charged with trespassing but that was never made clear.

• Heyman left and came back. He told me he’d run into some people who knew us – a lawyer from the ‘shire (Lance Weber) and Antigone Darling. That was great news, especially as we hadn’t had any communication with the outside 
world since we’d been arrested. Heyman asked me how much he thought we may be able to raise for bail.

• We were led to the courtroom. Just before I got there Heyman pulled me aside and said the man called “District Attorney” would be willing to let me walk without bail so long as I signed a document that indicated that I would not, until 
the conclusion of the case, possess firearms or ammunition. I told him that since I own myself I have the right to defend myself and thus would not part with a tool that helps to facilitate that. Also, that I often open carry so I was not 
willing to agree to such terms. He was worried I may not be allowed to leave that day so I asked if the terms could just be narrowed to the arbitrary political boundaries of MA, which really didn’t change anything since I don’t have a 
Firearms Identification Card (FID) (man-made legislation that “allows” people to carry a firearm and ammo in MA). The “District Attorney” agreed.

• Antigone and Lance greeted us in the courtroom.
• Adam Mueller was released on his own recognizance and will return on July 29th for pre-trial. I was released on his own recognizance with the exception noted above and will return on Aug. 2nd for “Cont.” . . .

Aftermath

• Though we thought MARV (our RV) had been searched we weren’t 100% sure the cops were telling the truth or if they were just attempting to use that to get us to talk. When we were finally released from custody Lance informed us 
that the RV had in fact had been searched and towed. Under what authority I still don’t know.

• We grabbed a bite at Hope & Olive (across the street from court) with Antigone (thanks for lunch!) and Lance and caught each other up on related news.
• Lance drove us to stopped by Koch’s Automotive Inc. (413.773.9043) who had towed MARV. I paid $285 to get MARV out of impound. We were told from an employee that the RV had first been towed to the Greenfield PD parking 

lot where it was searched then they were called back about 30 minutes later at which point they brought it to their property. We were charged $90 for each of the tows (the rest of the bill was for “labor”). We entered and found MARV 
trashed. Since we didn’t have our cameras Antigone captured the destruction on her cellphone.

VIDEO ON POST

• We were shocked that these men broke into our home and destroyed our property with no cause. This was a clear sign of retaliation as opposed to justice, which they purport to uphold, being served.
• We stopped by the Greenfield PD to get our cameras and cell phones back. We were told that they would not be returned until the conclusion of the court proceedings. We also took a moment to snap a picture.
• We had been told we could get Rich out at the Franklin Co. jail. We drove there and walked in. Our money ($500 ransom + $40 fee) was counted by the attendant and we were told he’d be down in about 30min. Then we were told that 

we would have to go to the Greenfield District Court to pick him up, minus the $40 fee.
• Back at the court building I handed Rich $500 and he paid the ransom. We piled into MARV and drove back to the safety of the ‘shire.
• A few hours later Adam and I discussed the incident on Free Talk Live for an hour-and-a-half. Thanks again to Jason Talley of the Civil Disobedience Evolution Fund who gave up his seat for half the show.

We have a donations-related post in the works and will get that up soon. Thanks again to everyone who gave of their time and treasure to help us out in our time of need. Without such support it would be more difficult, both internally and 
logistically, to have had such an outcome. But we still have much work to do. We must not let these individuals who so willingly violated our rights continue to operate without being held accountable.

We didn’t ask for this to happen – we wanted to pay the ransom and leave Greenfield with our friend Rich, however, Dodge and his colleagues prevented that from happening. Despite doing nothing to harm the rights of anyone else, we were 
kidnapped, our freedom of movement was taken and our privacy was violated. Dodge and his ilk treated us as criminals because they disagreed with our views. They definitely did not uphold their Mission Statement, which, in part, notes:

The members of the Greenfield Police Department will provide the highest level of service to the community, to reduce crime and fear of crime through the enforcement of laws and the protection of life, property and the rights of all.

For us, harm to our lives, property and rights was very real and it was due to the actions of Dodge and his colleagues.

If you want to call, email or write to the folks involved to let them know what you feel about their actions, here’s contact info for the Greenfield Police Department, “Office of the Mayor”, and the Greenfield Daily Reader – the local paper. If you 
do contact them please feel free to share your communication as a comment below. Thanks in advance!
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#2 Free Grafton blogger helps get Liberty on Tour crew out of a Massachusetts cage
http://freegrafton.com/getting-the-liberty-tour-crew-out-of-a-massachusetts-cage/

by Talley.TV on July 16, 2010 · 2 comments

When Free Grafton blogger Antigone Darling learned that her friends Adam Mueller and Pete Eyre were caged in a Massachusetts jail she knew she had to do something. Despite living two hours away, she put keys in the ignition of her car 
parked at Agorist Acres and drove in the middle of the night toward Greenfield, MA where she hoped to bail the Liberty on Tour duo out. On her drive south she communicated with Alison Gibbs from the Ladies of Liberty Alliance and Ian 
Freeman of Free Talk Live and learned that bail had to be in cash. Since getting 5K in cash at midnight was not going to happen she stayed the night in Keene on Ian’s couch.

The next morning Antigone was picked up by Criminal Defense Attorney Lance Weber and the two drove down to Greenfield together. They arrived in time to witness Adam & Pete’s bail hearing. They Adam’s lawyer who seemed very excited 
about the case and challenging the wiretapping charges. In silly Massachusetts, ”wiretapping” is the charge given to people who take video of the police in the performance of their duties. For more on this phenomena check out Carlos Miller’s 
post at Photography Is Not a Crime.

Since Antigone and Lance were there to extract Adam & Pete from Massachusetts, they didn’t bring cameras. Instead Antigone sent me instant messages with eagerly awaited information on the situation. I reposted her IMs to Facebook, tagging 
Adam & Pete, so that information could spread through everyone’s networks. No one was more happy than Adam’s mother, Kathy.

In the courtroom, Antigone witnessed Adam’s lawyer tell the prosecutor about another wiretapping case, activism, the FSP, etc and noted that the Greenfield prosecutor was “visibly shaken.” For good reason; the two people in their cage weren’t 
typical citizens that can be bullied by a system designed to extract money and punish the innocent before even being found guilty. Adam and Pete have a support network built up from being active participants in the Free State Project and being 
subjected to similar abuse in 2009 by the Jones County, Mississippi Sheriff’s Department during the Motorhome Diaries. As was the case in Greenfield, Adam was arrested for taking video of law enforcement in the performance of their duties. 
As he’ll tell you, it’s about keeping the police accountable, “you, me, everybody,” since the camera doesn’t lie.

Adam entered the courtroom, in chains, first. He looked very tired, but smiled and waved when he saw a familiar face. When told to rise, he told the bailiff “It’s against my beliefs.” Pete came in later, also in chains, wearing a Cop Block shirt. 
 Adam’s lawyer told the judge about a ‘real-time documentary’ and the FSP. The prosecutor did not ask for any bail and the judge allowed them to be released on their personal recognizance.

Adam’s lawyer pulled Antigone and Lance aside and further expressed his excitement about this case after Adam’s hearing. The four of them talked to a local reporter from The Recorder about the Free State Project, Cop Block, etc.

Pete and Adam were now free and very hungry. They had refused food from their jailers on principle, so Lance drove everyone to a nearby restaurant where Antigone picked up the check. “If you spend the night in jail, you don’t pay for lunch” 
Antigone told them. Lance drove everyone to MARV where Adam & Pete discovered that their home had been ransacked by the Greenfield Police Department. Antigone shot the following video:

VIDEO ON POST http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Tlg0vYVl5iI

Antigone went with Adam and Pete to the police station to try to get their personal belongings back, including mobile phones and cameras. Officer Dodge, the cop who harassed them the night before, came out personally to tell them that their 
phones and cameras are now evidence.

At this point everyone must have been exhausted and ready to head back to New Hampshire but Pete and Adam had to complete their mission. The very reason for entering Massachusetts was to bail out two other New Hampshire activists. 
Unfortunately due to prior dealings with the law, Mark Capuzzo’s bail was set at $5,000. Chances are that even if Massachusetts released him, New Hampshire could put him in a cage for violating his parole. Antigone, Adam and Pete went 
back to the jail and were able to bail out Rich Paul for $500.

The trio headed back to the courthouse to retrieve Rich and take his back home to New Hampshire when he spotted them down the hall and with raised arms in chains yells, “Freedom!”

Despite being threatened with having his bail revoked for this, they all booked it out of Massachusetts.

Back in New Hampshire, Pete and Adam appeared on Free Talk live and thanked their supporters. In another example of the freedom community stepping up they were able to raise enough money to release their stolen cameras with new ones. 
Thanks to a donation from Tarrin Lupo, The Civil Disobedience Evolution Fund was able to give them a phone capable of streaming video so that hopefully the next time a cop abuses his/her authority, it’ll be broadcast live.

Learn more about Liberty on Tour here. Pete and Adam posted about the situation at Cop Block.

#3 “Greenfield Police Sgt. Todd M. Dodge Placed on Administrative Leave for Menopause after exclaiming, ‘I’d fucking kill you!’” by Thomas 
Spooner
http://www.copblock.org/463/greenfield-police-sgt-todd-m-dodge-placed-on-administrative-leave-for-menopause-after-exclaiming-%E2%80%9Ci%E2%80%99d-fucking-kill-you%E2%80%9D-by-thomas-spooner/

Posted on July 05, 2010. Tags: Brutality, Double Standard, Filming police, Greenfield MA, Harassment, Humor, Massachusetts, Todd M. Dodge
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This post was written in satire and can be found at rightonthemark.com:

“Hello Maggot!”, was the salutation proffered by Greenfield Police Sgt. Todd M. Dodge to his 8 year old niece upon arriving at her birthday party. Upon realizing the seriousness of his transgression Sgt. Dodge was immediately reduced to tears 
and aggressively reached out to hug his niece while forcing her to the ground with a “compliance/control” maneuver. His niece is recovering nicely and expected to post bond shortly if she does not commit suicide by hanging herself with her 
Miley Cyrus shoelaces while in Dodge’s custody.

For some time now there have been numerous complaints filed with the Greenfield Police Department involving abusive acts by Sgt. Dodge. Freedom of Information documents show a systemic pattern of rage followed by short-lived remorse 
or sorrow, followed by even more physical aggression. There was even one instance where Dodge received what can only be described as a one-in-a-million self-inflicted injury when, while Tasering a suspect, Todd, while in tears, 
simultaneously embraced the man  stating, “I don’t know what’s wrong with me!” The 50,000 volt Taser compounded with the conductive nature of salty tears resulted in third degree burns to both Dodge and the suspect where their moist 
cheeks were joined in a bittersweet embrace. Medical authorities said the incident is all the more strange, seeing as how Dodge shot the Taser darts into the suspects genitals at close-range which should have directed the charge downwards 
instead of up to the head.

Chief of Police, David Guilbault, has had all of the complaints he can handle and after much anguish has placed Dodge on administrative leave for what has been determined to be menopausal symptoms.  “Officer Dodge recently acted admirably 
in subduing two miscreants representing Copblock.org for their defecating on the Constitution by filming in a highly secured area while possessing tattoos and attitudes.” Pete Eyre and Adam  Mueller, representatives of Copblock.org, were 
claiming to be exercising some “crazy” right nowhere to be found in the list of governmental privileges when they were apprehended and processed for endangering our democracy. During their detainment, Sgt. Dodge attempted to “get their 
minds right” by reminding them that they were vermin and rodents, but still afforded the minimalist of liberties so long as they offer their puckered posterior to their master, the State.  When asked by the accused what Dodge would do if the 
tables were turned Dodge replied, “I’d fucking kill you!” Guilbault commented, “It’s one thing to have a hot-head on the streets keeping the people safe from themselves, but we cannot have a member of our ranks who, upon inflicting 
unreasonable, violent, and sometimes catastrophic harm to otherwise peaceable individuals, emotionally flip back and forth from aggression to tears. If you’re going to degrade another human being then, dammit man, have the stones to drink the 
blood of the vanquished.” In the case of Eyre and Mueller, Dodge behaved admirably until he became so frustrated at the incessant chanting by the miscreants that he actually went to the lobby and watched a DVD of the Best of Oprah while 
lying in a fetal position and sucking the barrel of his department issued firearm.

Rightonthemark.com has obtained medical records from a health clinic located in the Greenfield area related to a Miss Todd M. Dodge for treatment addressing a “urinary tract condition claimed to have been transmitted by a toilet seat, but which 
we consider highly unlikely and are more inclined to believe relates to genital contact with something we’d rather not say because to even fathom the thought gives us the heebie-jeebies.”  In the report, Miss Dodge tells of painful urination and a 
sensation of uncleanliness most unbecoming one of the strictest hygienic standards, as well as hot flashes, mood swings, inability to focus, excitability, and diminished menstrual flow; all of which are usually the makings of a consummate police 
officer, notwithstanding the menstrual flow.

Sgt. Dodge will spend the next 45 days on paid administrative leave while he will seek counseling, hormone replacement therapy, and subscriptions to magazines such as “Hormonal Hatred Monthly”, and “Bitch Trapped in a Man’s Body 
Quarterly”. Hopefully, Dodge will travel the road to recovery and resume his life of violating rights, beating the innocent, impugning humanity, and torturing the innocent with nary a bout or awareness of conscience.

“We wish Dodge a speedy recovery and hopefully a long-awaited timely demise of people whom we deem guilty of something because we can.”, said Guilbault. “He does honor to the badge, even if he is somewhat of a pussy.”

Sgt. Dodge can be reached at the following numbers/email address:

Todd M. Dodge – 413-773-5411 ext 1415 – dodget@greenfieldpd.org

#4 Thank You Thank You Thank You from Pete and Adam
http://www.copblock.org/469/thank-you-thank-you-thank-you-from-pete-and-adam/

Posted on July 06, 2010. Tags: Adam Mueller, C4SS, Civil Disobedience Evolution Fund, Greenfield MA, ladies of liberty alliance, MARV, Massachusetts, Pete Eyre

I’d like to start out by saying thank you to everyone who contributed funds to bail Pete and myself out of jail last week.  Without folks like yourself backing us up, our wrongful arrest would be in vain.  A big thank you goes to Allison Gibbs of 
the Ladies of Liberty Alliance (LOLA), Brad Spangler of The Center for a Stateless Society (C4SS) and Jason Talley of The CD Evolution Fund and who coordinated the collection of money and dissemination of updates to those worried about 
us.

We’ve been extremely busy the last week dealing with this incident, launching Cop Block T-shirts and preparing for Liberty On Tour.  If you’ve emailed, messaged or attempted to contact us in some way we’ll try our best to get back to you as 
soon as possible.  We’re sorry for the delayed response.

We’d like to be as transparent (unlike bureaucrats) as possible so I’ll start with what money was raised and how it was spent.

• There was a total of $3,600 raised through LOLA.
• When we arrived in Greenfield, MA $400 had been raised to bail out Rich Paul though his bail was $500. *Rich Paul has stated that if/when his bail money is returned he will donate it to a liberty-oriented organization as well.*
• After being released, we had to get MARV back which cost $285 to the tow company.
• For a total of $745 or approx 20% of what was raised.

We fully understand that some of you who gave did so even though you could have used the money yourselves.  If that’s the case we’d be more than happy to return 80% of what you donated.  (Reply to the email we sent you or at copblock[at]
gmail[dot]com.)

Though the Greenfield thugs didn’t require money for our (Pete and I) release, they still hit Pete and me hard by confiscating just about every piece of camera gear we had – two hand held cameras, one small ‘hidden’ camera and both of our cell 
phones, which we use as a means of protection along with documenting our activism.

So we’re asking those who gave for help.  We’d like to use the donated money for the following things:

• We’d like to buy two new cameras – in order to keep Cop Block, Liberty On Tour and other forms of activism we’re involved with going.
• Cover the expenses above – total of $745
• We’d like to donate to LOLA ($300), C4ss ($100) and The CD Evolution Fund ($100) for the great work they did, for a total of $500.
• $745 + $500 = $1245 leaving $2,355 for new camera gear, if possible.

If you could leave a comment or reply to the email we sent with your preference it would be much appreciated.  Please indicate if it’d be okay to be acknowledged in a future post thanking those who helped the cause.  For the record, if and when 
the police return our gear (which could be a few weeks, months or even years – if  it’s anything like our still pending Jones Co case), we will then donate it to other liberty-minded organizations in need of such equipment.

Thanks again to all of those who stepped up, stood up and continue to fight oppressive government with us.

#5 “The main issue here is that this is obviously a false arrest” – Carlos Miller
http://www.copblock.org/470/the-main-issue-here-is-that-this-is-obviously-a-false-arrest-carlos-miller/

Posted on July 06, 2010. Tags: Carlos Miller, Double Standard, Filming police, Greenfield MA, Gun rights, Harassment, Police State, Todd M. Dodge

Carlos Miller of Photography is NOT a Crime wrote a great piece about the Greenfield Police, Sgt. Todd Dodge and the ridiculous wiretapping laws in Massachusetts.

Police once again used felony wiretapping charges to arrest a pair of men who were videotaping them in public.

This time, the incident occurred in Massachusetts, a state that makes it illegal to secretly audio record a public official in public.

However, in this case, it was no secret that the officers were being videotaped because one law enforcement officer even allowed them to continue filming before a cop from another agency stepped in to make the arrests.

That officer, Greenfield Police Sgt. Todd M. Dodge, also searched the men’s RV without a search warrant or their consent.

#6 Donation Allocation Update from Greenfield, MA Arrests
http://www.copblock.org/515/donation-allocation-update/

Posted on July 14, 2010. Tags: Adam Mueller, C4SS, Civil Disobedience Evolution Fund, Greenfield MA, ladies of liberty alliance, Liberty On Tour, Massachusetts, Motorhome Diaries, Pete Eyre, Rich Paul, Transparency

Hey y’all, just wanted to say thanks again for helping Adam and I when we were arrested for filming a couple weeks back when in Greenfield, MA. Whether you shared a link with a friend, called the “authorities” in MA to question their actions 
or threw us some coin, we really appreciate the help.

Last week we told of our gratitude and inquired of those who donated how they wanted their money allocated since we ended up having no bail. I also emailed a short thank-you to this great group of folks and included a link to the post, just to 
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be thorough.

Based on that input, and being advocates of  transparency (which incentives personal responsibility), we wanted to share with you how the donated money was allocated.

$3,600 – total donated
$3,600 – $1,000 (amount remaining after emails were sent to donors – one individual who had  given $1,000 wanted LOLA to keep their donation) = $2,600
$2,600 – 500 (Rich Paul’s bail – he will donate this money to a liberty organization when he gets the $500 back at the conclusion of his legal proceedings) = $2,100
$2,100 – $285 (MARVs impound) = $1,815
$1,815 – $500 (donations given to LOLA, C4SS and CDEvolution for their help getting the word out and collecting funds, per the suggested allocation on last week’s post) = $1,315
$1,315 – $200 (one Rode VideoMic Directional Video Condenser Microphone w/Mount and two Sima SL-20LX Ultra Bright Video Lights) = $1,115
$1,115 – $1,115 (two Canon VIXIA HF-R10 cameras, four PNY 8GB SD cards, one tripod, one monopod and two Dynex Video Accessory Brackets) = $0

Our new gear is a step-up from the what we had when on the road with the Motorhome Diaries, which means higher-quality content and thus (hopefully), more people exposed to 
the ideas of liberty. And just to reiterate, when/if we finally get our cameras back from our friends at the Greenfield, MA PD we’ll pass them along to those who can put them to good use.

Thanks again! It’s so great to see this liberty movement grow into a supportive community. We’ll put this new gear to good use as we hit the road with Liberty On Tour in just a couple of weeks! And I’m sure some of the content we create 
while on the road will find its way to Cop Block:)

#7 GreenfieldPD and Brad Jardis Face Off in Comments Section
http://www.copblock.org/520/greenfieldpd-and-brad-jardis-face-off-in-comments-section/

Posted on July 15, 2010. Tags: Brad Jardis, Double Standard, Drug war, Greenfield MA, Gun rights, Harassment, Massachusetts, Police State, US Constitution

Brad Jardis gives his response to “GreenfieldPD” who’s been spending a lot of time commenting on CopBlock.org lately. I hope he’s learning something and takes it back to share with the other LEOs.  It’s interesting to see this current cop and 
former cop discuss the meaning of policing as their views of the same job are rather different.

GreenfieldPD is block quoted where Brad J is not.

“Ok, Looks like I may have upset some people. Sorry it took so long to respond but I was on vacation with the family for the 4th.”

Thank you for being willing to continue the dialog here.

“Absolutely, police are held accountable. I know I can not do a lot of the same stuff you are allowed to do. If I were to get caught doing many of the things many people do I would be repremanded at work.”

This statement is a bunch of bull. A detective I used to work with got into a fight down on Hampton Beach in Hampton, NH…. and my former Lieutenant covered it up. The detective bragged about it. The assault was witnessed by a former CI 
that the detective burned (went around and told everyone he was a snitch) and the CI reported it to the cops. The cops contacted my former department to investigate. Poof…. nothing happened.

“What would you suggets someone do if they catch someone breaking into their house?”

Use whatever force they deem appropriate to protect themselves and their property… and call their private protection agency to take the person into custody for violating their property rights.

“A jail is not a public space. It is a secure facility that allows you to go there to bail your friends out. Even if its not a law, it may just be a facility rule. One that due to security breaches, must be followed. How would you feel if your tape gave 
someone the insight into how they could breach security and someone broke out and harmed someone. Would that be your responsibility?”

Your argument here is irrelevant. NOWHERE in the US Constitution does it say that rights can be attenuated. The 1st Amendment says that NO law shall be made to interfere with the freedom of the press. Adam and Pete are members of the 
press, specifically CopBlock.org. (The 14th Amendment incorporates the 1st Amendment to the states, by the way.)

If a law enforcement officer was really going to honor their oath, they would have to respect that people have the freedom to do what Adam and Pete did. Since we both know that most cops don’t even know (or give a flying fuck about) what 
the Constitution says, rights are violated every day.

“Basically the police messed up with the RV. No they do not have the right. People are humans, they make mistakes. Although they should be held accountable for their mistakes just like anyone, they do make mistakes. Not that the rv thing was 
a mistake. It was your a pain in my ass so I am going to be one in yours. Would I have handled it that way? No! but I understand why they did.”

This statement makes me believe you are NOT a Greenfield police officer. There is no way an active member of that force would make a statement here on a public forum where we all know the Greenfield PD is reading.

If Adam and Pete file a civil suit, which I hope they do, finding out who you are would be fairly easy with subpoenas. Your statement that the police were acting illegally/improperly would shoot their claim of “Qualified Immunity” right out of 
the water. I disbelieve you are who you say you are.

“I think I do my job very well. I am also very understanding. But when I am trying to do my job and someone starts demanding I give them their rights, it just gets annoying. I know your rights, I am not beating you, I am not torturing you, Im 
doing my job and I am proud to do it.”

You obviously DO NOT know what individuals’ rights are as you have proven yourself to not understand the very 1st Amendment of the document you allege you are sworn to defend. Your alleged oath is to uphold the United States and 
Massachusetts Constitutions…. and the federal one says that NO LAW can be passed which infringes on the right of the press.

“Im doing my job and I am proud to do it. I love it when someone is having a problem and I can help them. It makes me feel goot that I was able to help someone.”

The police do FAR MORE to hurt people than to help. If you claim otherwise, you’re full of bull. I was a cop for eleven years.

“I get to say, I feel good because I was able to help that person or take that druggie off the street so he does not break into anyone elses house to steal to buy more drugs.”

Your logic is tragically flawed. If you REALLY wanted to make communities safer you would support ending the “War on Drugs.” Do you? The “War on Drugs” is precisely why “druggies” are breaking into people’s homes to steal to buy 
more drugs… they are not doing it because they are high on drugs, they’re doing it because they are addicted to a prohibited product.

You are making the community far less safe if you support and enforce the “War on Drugs.” Again, another reason why I had to quit my former job.

“You are free to put whatever you want into your body. Weed, coke, heroin, model glue, i could care less. “

No, people are not… and you are full of crap. How many people have you arrested for possessing these innocuous plants and substances? How many people will you continue to arrest for it?

Unless you declare right now unequivocally that you will never again arrest someone for possession of an “illegal” drug, you are full of crap.

“But when you drive, sell it to my kids or their friends, break in to someones house to get more, Ill be waiting.”

Driving dangerously and endangering/harming someone because of impairment on drugs is a real crime with a real victim. So is breaking into someone’s house to get money to buy more.

Selling drugs to someone is a victimless crime… and since you’ll be “waiting” – you clearly DO care about what someone puts in their body, as you’re willing to put someone in a cage for providing said substances to the person who wants 
them.

“As for use of force, if its me or you, getting hurt, it wont be me. Im going home so I can help another day.”

You are willing to use deadly force to enforce the most victimless laws… this you need to understand. Every single law, no matter how victimless or silly, is backed up by the fact that the government will kill you if you do not comply with it. 
Another reason why I had to quit my job.

“That is the principle that this country was founded on, not being able to carry a fuc*in gun.”

You’re once again proving you have no understanding of the Constitution or history. This country was INDEED founded on the principle of carrying a “fuc*in” gun. The 2nd Amendment has nothing to do with target practice or hunting. It was 
put in place by the Founding Fathers so that a tyrannical government could not enact tyranny on the people.

Being from Massachusetts I completely expect you to be indoctrinated to think otherwise… so I am not surprised. Whenever you enforce (again, I question whether or not you actually are a law enforcement officer) one of Massachusetts 
draconian gun laws… you are violating your oath to the United States Constitution. Why should you care though, right? You get paid.
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“I completely disagree with the armed society being a safe society. Think of how many senseless killings there would be if more people had guns. People over react to a lot. Many would get shot out of fear of being shot. It would be crazy. 
Completely unrealistic. I have come across many people that have no business having a gun.”

Most of the people who have “no business having a gun” are the people who work in government. The amount of people who DO NOT work in government who absolutely would never use a firearm in an aggressive manner are completely 
dwarfed in comparison by the amount of people who work for the government who would use their guns (and do…) to hurt people.

YOU are the violent one here, not Adam and Pete. YOU are the one who is willing to use your firearm to ensure compliance with various words on paper that ban completely harmless activities. Adam and Pete are non-violent people… who 
would never do that to you. You need to look in the mirror and lose the cognitive dissidence.

You really need to watch the movie Equilibrium.

“No not all cops are trust worthy. Not all bankers and scientists and firemen and priests and teachers and prostitutes are trustworthy either. I do not get your point.”

You wouldn’t get it, would you?

Here it is: Bankers, scientists, and firemen are NOT AUTHORIZED AND WILLING TO USE VIOLENCE AGAINST PEACEFUL PEOPLE SIMPLY BECAUSE SOME WORDS ON PAPER SAY IT IS OKAY. IF A BANKER, 
SCIENTIST, OR FIREMAN USED VIOLENCE AGAINST A PEACEFUL PERSON… SAID PEACEFUL PERSON COULD DEFEND THEMSELVES. YOU CANNOT DEFEND YOURSELF AGAINST A POLICE OFFICER– 
THEY ARE “AUTHORIZED” TO USE ANY LEVEL OF VIOLENCE TO OBTAIN COMPLIANCE.

Words on paper said it was okay at one time to use violence against a black person who was drinking out of a white water fountain… was THAT okay?

“You have no idea what my mindset is. Please do not be bumb enough to try and guess either. I am a very patient tolerant man.”

No, you’re not. If you really ARE a law enforcement officer, you are a person who believes that initiating violence to solve a non-violent problem is a virtiuous act. Your mindset is that it is okay to use violence against peaceful people… so long 
as a bunch of people write down words on paper that say it is okay.

I had the same mindset as you once. Once decent non-violent people like Adam and Pete showed me that I was a violent thug, I had no choice but to quit my job. You are a violent thug who, like me at one time, doesn’t realize it.

“If you get in my face telling me you have the right to do this and that and you are bothering others and disturbing their peace and quiet, I will ask you politely to stop. Probably a few times. Then you will get locked up for it.”

Locking someone up for asserting and exercising their Constitutional rights is a blantant violation of your (alleged) oath to defend the Constitution. You clearly don’t give a flip about that, though.

Everyone should know the oath to defend said document is a load of crap anyways. It is a feel-good PR trick, just like the “Law Enforcement Officer’s Code of Ethics.” Care to debate me on that one?

“No big deal. I will sleep fine knowing that the family taking a walk that specific day can do so without listening to your rants.”

Of course you would sleep fine. I used to sleep fine after using violence against peaceful people to lock them up for doing completely harmless acts. Then I realized how much of a violent thug I really was. Now I’m unemployed.

You may be making money… but I’m not hurting people.

“I hope I get the chance to pull you over some day and give you a pass on a ticket, or get to come to your house for an emergency and change your mind without you knowing who I am or me knowing who you are.”

Showing decency does not relieve you of your responsibility for your other aggressive actions.

Simply putting on a costume with a piece of metal on it does not mean you are no longer an individual human being with moral responsibilities to your fellow man.

“As for why I will not tell you who I am. You have not earned my respect enough. I am a private person and like to keep it that way. I do my jib and go home to my family knowing I made a difference.”

I’m sure police who arrested black people for drinking out of white water fountains, or the Nazis, or the US Marshals who enforced the Fugitive Slave Act went home thinking they made a difference…. when in reality all they were doing was 
using violence to hurt people.

“I have never stolen, beat, or wrongly went after someone.”

Every time you get paid you are stealing from people… with the threat of violence.

“I wear my uniform with pride.”

Your uniform does not make your violence against peaceful people a virtuous act. It makes it worse… as it uses public perception to justify actions that are absolutely immoral.

“Just because you disagree does not mean im wrong.”

Just because words are written down on paper authorizing you to be violent to peaceful people does NOT make YOU right. Or moral. Or a good person.

I deeply regret all the people I hurt… simply because words on paper and a majority of people thought it was okay. Might does NOT make right.

“It means you are in the United States and have that freedom. Try your antics just about anywhere else and see what happens. You will gladly come back here and say sorry and maybe a little thank you would be nice.”

Ah yes… The tyranny is less here, so kiss the ground and thank god for what you have.

There is no freedom in the United States. It is sad that you think there is.

“Again, keep up the good work, no one hates a dirty cop more than I do. DO it the right way and I will stand with you.”

You are a dirty cop, you know. There is no such thing as a “clean cop” when *all* cops initiate violence against peaceful people simply because words on paper say it is okay. Might does NOT make right.

I know my response to your response has been harsh… but I hope you will take it to heart. Think for yourself about what it is that you do. If you truly are a good person, a non-violent person, you’ll have no chance but to quit.

There are lots of police officers who are good people who simply do not understand that what they are doing is immoral. I didn’t. I learned… and I corrected my life. It has not been easy, but my soul feels much better.

#8 “They’ve Done Something Really, Really Wrong in Arresting those Guys.” – Penn Jillette
http://www.copblock.org/574/theyve-done-something-really-really-wrong-in-arresting-those-guys-penn-jillette/

Posted on July 20, 2010. Tags: Double Standard, Filming police, Free State Project, Greenfield MA, Harassment, Massachusetts, Penn Jillette, Police State, UK

Penn Jillette did this Penn Point about our (Pete and I) wrongful arrest in Greenfield, MA from London.  He mentions the Free State Project and our arrest. He sides with us, like most logical people.

VIDEO ON POST http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nTuiOrhSkhw

#9 Greenfield, MA Revisited
http://www.copblock.org/696/greenfield-ma-revisited/

Posted on August 05, 2010. Tags: Adam Mueller, David F. Guilbault, Greenfield MA, Massachusetts, Mayor Martin, Non-aggression principle, Penn Jillette, Pete Eyre, Todd M. Dodge

VIDEO ON POST http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=X6qadEI5Nno

On July 1st, Adam and I were arrested in Greenfield, MA. The next day we learned that between us we were charged with three felonies and five misdemeanors. We had not hurt anyone. There was no victim. For a thorough overview of what 
went down, check out the Greenfield, MA PD Arrest and Intimidate Activists for Filming post that Adam and I wrote a couple days after being freed from the cages Todd M. Dodge and his colleagues placed us in.

In this two-part video I give some background about the event, provide an updates on what’s going on now and conclude by asking those so-inclined to call the Greenfield Police Department (413.773.5411) and speak with Todd M. Dodge (ext. 
1415) and/or Chief David F. Guilbault (ext. 1302) and the Greenfield Mayor Bill Martin (413.772.1560).

VIDEO ON POST http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8xoLKU0G_T8

Again, we did not harm anyone so we have nothing to hide. We want to be as transparent as possible. Will those who purport to work for us do the same?

#10 Penn Jillette mentions Cop Block again!
http://www.copblock.org/723/penn-jillette-mentions-cop-block-again/

Posted on August 11, 2010. Tags: Filming police, Greenfield MA, Penn Jillette
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Penn Jillette mentioned Adam and Pete’s Greenfield, MA arrest and Cop Block again in one of his Penn Point shorts.

VIDEO ON POST http://revision3.com/pennpoint/greenfieldpolice

You can watch the other Penn Point here. You can read about the Greenfield, MA incident here and here.

If you’re new to Cop Block, we hope you’ll take some time to learn about us and our message. We believe strongly in individual rights and police accountability. We believe that police should be held to the same social/legal standard as non-
police (if not a higher one). And we also believe that it’s important for individuals to share stories about police misconduct and to educate each other about how to act during police encounters and how to hold police officers accountable for their 
actions.

One of the central tenets of our message is that you should film the police. Judges and juries will often take the word of a police officer above the word of a non-police officer, so it’s important for people to keep reliable records of encounters 
with the police. Video cameras are one of the best ways to do this.

Having accountable police is something we all have an interest in and something that we can all work collectively towards. So, if you have any videos of police encounters that you’d like featured/discussed on Cop Block or if you appreciate Cop 
Block’s message and want to know how you can help out, check out our “Join Us” page.

Thanks for reading.

#11 My Name is Pete Eyre – My Docket Number Is 10.41.CR.11.41
http://peteeyre.com/2010/11/03/greenfield/

On November 3, 2010, in Update, by Pete Eyre
“When we behave ethically, we should do so confidently.”
-Nathan Larson

This past July my good bud Adam and I were arrested while in Greenfield, MA and despite the fact that a picture taken after our release is on the homepage of this blog, I have yet to address it here.

I’m scheduled to appear on Jan. 1oth, 2010 but unfortunately have found that those involved haven’t been too helpful despite claims of impartiality.

If you have a few minutes and want to help get some accountability, call:

• Mike McHale (DA, ultimately deciding what charges the State will bring) 413.774.3186
• Todd M. Dodge (arresting officer, Greenfield Police Department) 413.773.5411 ext. 1415

Right now I’m charged with:
Misdemeanor – Altering motor vehicle VIN – 266-139-A-0
Felony – Possessing a firearm/ammo w/o FID card – 269-10-G-2
Felony – Unlawful wiretap – 272.99-F-0
Misdemeanor – Resisting arrest – 268.32B-0
Misdemeanor – Trespassing – 160-1C

Click here for a text overview of the incident. Or, just watch the two-part video below:

VIDEO ON POST http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=X6qadEI5Nno

VIDEO ON POST http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8xoLKU0G_T8

I was told by the court that if I was indigent (unable to afford to hire a lawyer myself) and could prove it by providing my financial information I would be provided a court-appointed lawyer (for which I’d have to pay a token $150 fee). I 
declined as I don’t want to further burden area taxpayers. I say “further” as they were already forced to pay the costs associated with my arrest, jailing and court processes. So, to reiterate it’s not actually the State that would bear the expense of 
this attorney but the people with real, productive jobs who call Greenfield home.

I initially reached out to folks who have more experience with legalese. One lawyer quoted a $1,500 price tag for each Greenfield appearance he had to make. Another said that though he agreed with me in principle he could not take the case pro 
bono because he has a contract with the State and they wouldn’t look too kindly on him assisting a case such as mine. He cited a $15,000-$20,000 price tag for bringing him on-board. I understand that these folks have competing demands for 
their time and they have no duty to provide for me. I only note this to show that I did initially investigate this option.

I thought about my situation. I became more familiar with Marc Steven‘s work. I spoke with my friends and sought their input. And I concluded that I have nothing to worry about. I haven’t harmed anyone. And I believe that the charges levied 
against me were done so out of spite – since I exercised my rights.

Below I walk through each of my five charges to show how I arrived at my conclusion – that I won’t let their false accusations worry me.

Misdemeanor – Altering motor vehicle VIN – 266-139-A-0
Whoever intentionally and maliciously removes, defaces, alters, changes, destroys, obliterates or mutilates or causes to be removed or destroyed or in any way defaced, altered, changed, obliterated or mutilated, the identifying number or numbers 
of a motor vehicle or trailer shall be punished by a fine of not more than one thousand dollars or by imprisonment in the state prison for not more than three years, or both. The possession of any motor vehicle or trailer by a person who knows, 
should know, or has reason to know that the identifying number or numbers of such vehicle has been removed, defaced, altered, changed, destroyed, obliterated or mutilated shall be a prima facie evidence of a violation of this paragraph.

Todd M. Dodge (the person who arrested us and ordered my RV, MARV searched) told me that the VIN number on MARV’s dash was manipulated, which then supposedly gave them the ability to enter my vehicle.

First, unlike most passenger vehicles, there is no VIN number on the dash of MARV, which means there’s no manipulated VIN number. Therefore it is impossible to “intentionally and maliciously” manipulate the VIN number or to have 
“reason to know” that this had occurred.

Second, all the curtains in MARV – including those on a track around the windshield – were closed. It was impossible to look into the vehicle. Yet a print-out of a picture taken that shows a portion of MARVs dash through the windshield was 
included in the paperwork I received from the Greenfield Police Department. Glaringly committed in this picture is a VIN number, let alone one that was manipulated.

Further, Todd M. Dodge 
and his colleagues at the Greenfield Police Department never obtained a search warrant (not that that’d legitimize their actions in my eyes, but they didn’t even follow their own rules) to search MARV.
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The strangers who broke into my home had no right to be there. As shown on the picture, MARV was parked blocks away from the arrest location and was never involved in the incident in any way. Plus, when going through intake neither 
Adam or I ever admitted to ownership of the vehicle.

But most importantly, the fact that someone can be put in a cage for “manipulating” their own property is ludicrous. What right does a stranger have to tell you how you can use your justly-acquired property? None. You, as the rightful owner, 
are free to use, donate, destroy, trade, etc. your property as you see fit so long as your actions don’t violate the equal negative rights of another.

Felony – Possessing a firearm/ammo w/o FID card – 269-10-G-2
I was told this charge is 269-10-G-2, yet there is no such statute on the books, only a “G”, though “H”, the next statute down does have a “2ʺ″. The “G” talks only of firearms so is not applicable. The “H-2ʺ″ mentions ammo:

(2) Any person who leaves a firearm, rifle, shotgun or ammunition unattended with the intent to transfer possession of such firearm, rifle, shotgun or ammunition to any person not licensed under section 129C of chapter 140 or section 131 of 
chapter 140 for the purpose of committing a crime or concealing a crime shall be punished by imprisonment in a house of correction for not more than 21/2 years or in state prison for not more than 5 years.

Yet I know no intent to “transfer” the alleged ammo to any person. In fact, despite being a big proponent of each individual’s right to protect their property (especially their person), I know that the State of MA prides itself on its draconian 
victim-disarmament legislation so before I got to MA I proactively sought a safe place where I could temporarily leave my handguns and ammo. Before even crossing into MA we put out the call via Keene411, heard back from some people and 
ended up leaving that property with a friend. Our goal was to go to Greenfield, get our friends out of the cages in which they were being kept and then return to NH.

Further, the firearms/ammo charges carries with it a mandatory minimum of two and-a-half years, with 18 months served. Does that punishment fir the “crime”? I think not.

But most-importantly, since the VIN manipulation charge is null and void so too is the firearm/ammo charge due to the fruit of the poisonous tree.

Felony – Unlawful wiretap – 272.99-F-0
This is the statue number as communicated to me by the court. The DA has yet to return  my calls. Here is the link for 272.99 about the interception of wire and oral communications.

First, a few related cases from MA:

• Michael Hyde – Hyde was found guilty of wiretapping based on his recorded conversation with police without their knowledge during an interaction in 1998. One judge ruled, “The problem here could have been avoided if, at the outset 
of the traffic stop, the defendant had simply informed the police of his intention to tape record the encounter, or even held the tape recorder in plain sight.”

• Emily Payton – documentary filmmaker arrested in 2007 in Greenfield, MA and charged with wiretapping (sound familiar?!). The police claimed she was trying to conceal her camera. She argued that her 6lb 1ʹ′-long camera were in plain 
sight. Her charges were dropped.

• Simon Glik – arrested in 2007 and charged with wiretapping when interacting with Boston Police. His charges were dropped since the filming was not done in secret and earlier this year he filed suit against the city and officers.
• Eli Damon – was charged with wiretapping in March of 2010 due to the recording made by his helmet-mounted camera when he was stopped while bicycling but the charge was later dropped as it was deemed to have not been done in 

secret.
Honestly I’m not really sure why this charge was levied. We were filming in plain view. A supervisor at Franklin County Jail stated that we could film. Todd M. Dodge, the arresting officer, was well-aware that we were filming when he 
approached us inside the jail lobby and he stated that we could film outside the facility on the sidewalk, yet when we moved to that location we were threatened with trespass unless we stopped filming.

Also, when first entering the the jail I noticed a  full-page printout taped to the wall that stated that cell phone use in the lobby was prohibited but there was no such sign banning the use of video cameras. I read over the tri-fold “Visitors 
Expectations and Rules” pamphlet published by the Franklin County Sheriff’s Office and saw no text that indicated that filming was prohibited.

And then there’s the recent decision in MD (one of only two other states that – like MA, sometimes charges individuals with felony wiretapping when filming public officials) that ruled against such an offense. The ALCU attorney in that case 
stated, “‘it is likely to be the last word’ on the matter and to be regarded as precedent by police.” Plus, many mainstream publications such as Time and Popular Mechanics are coming out against such anti-filming laws.

As a side note, this particular statute is housed under: “CHAPTER 272. CRIMES AGAINST CHASTITY, MORALITY, DECENCY AND GOOD ORDER”. Good thing we have government enforcing that…

Misdemeanor – Resisting arrest – 268.32B-0
Section 32B. (a) A person commits the crime of resisting arrest if he knowingly prevents or attempts to prevent a police officer, acting under color of his official authority, from effecting an arrest of the actor or another, by:

(1) using or threatening to use physical force or violence against the police officer or another; or

(2) using any other means which creates a substantial risk of causing bodily injury to such police officer or another.

I never used or threatened to use physical force. Nor did my actions cause substantial risk to anyone. I was peaceful. This will be supported by video evidence on my video camera and Adam’s video camera (both of which, along with our 
phones, are still being held by the Greenfield PD) and the ceiling-mounted camera’s mounted in the lobby of the jail the exterior cameras outside the front doors of the facility. Unless of course that footage somehow gets deleted or “misplaced”.

As for the resisting charge, I’m not too sure what actions on my part warranted such a charge, as I was never aggressive resisting, despite the fact that strangers with guns put me in handcuffs and roughly carried me to their waiting vehicle. 
Perhaps it was from when I went limp when arrested (note that we verbally communicated that we would not actively assist in our arrest nor would we actively resist).

Misdemeanor – Trespassing – 160-1C
A person commits the crime of trespassing if he or she enters someone’s property without permission or lawful excuse by any means. It is a trespass regardless of a person intentions or whether damage is done to the property. To be on 
someone’s property when permission to be there was granted and later revoked by the owner of the property. To get permission to enter someone’s property for one purpose and do something else.

Who is the owner of the property in question? Todd M. Dodge who arrested us? The deputies working at the Franklin County Jail who assisted Dodge? Residents of Franklin County who had money stolen from them to construct the facility? 
Please.

#12 My Fax to Greenfield, MA “Authorities”
http://peteeyre.com/2010/12/07/greenfield-fax/

On December 7, 2010, in State Violence, Update, by Pete Eyre
You may recall my earlier post about my interactions with the folks in Greenfield, MA about my and my colleague Adam’s Mueller’s arrest there on July 4th. I thought perhaps a fax would be more-difficult for them to ignore than have been my 
countless phone calls.

Note that I didn’t include their places of work in the fax so they are as follows: Guilbault – chief, Greenfield PD; Dodge – sergeant, Greenfield PD; McHale – Franklin County DA’s office; Habel – sergeant, MA State Police; Martin – mayor, 
Greenfield, MA; Macdonald – sheriff, Franklin Co.

Hopefully they act in accordance with their conscience, which aligns with what Greenfield-area taxpayers would demand.

ATTN:

David F. Guilbault / Todd M. Dodge
321 High Street
Greenfield, MA 01301
f. 413.774.6969

Michael A. McHale
Dist. Atty. Off. (Franklin Co.)
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13 Conway St.
Greenfield, Massachusetts
f. 413.773.3278

Michael Habel
289 Mohawk Trail
Shelburne Falls, MA 01370
f. 617.727.6874

William F. Martin
14 Court Square, 2nd Floor
Greenfield, MA 01301
f. 413.772.1519

Frederick Macdonald
160 Elm Street Greenfield, MA 01301
f. 413.774.3525

Gentlemen,

Please let this fax serve as notice of my request to receive back my property that was stolen from me on July 4th, 2010 by Todd M. Dodge and Greenfield Police Department officers acting under his command. These items include:

• One (1) Canon FS100
• One (1) Samsung cell phone

Also, acting on behalf of my colleague Adam Mueller who too suffered rights-violations at the hands of individuals wearing “Greenfield Police Department” on their costume, these items as well:

• One (1) JVC video camera
• One (1) LG cell phone
• One (1) Bic-lighter-sized personal recorder (black)

At this time I would also like to request the following:

• All communication related to my and Adam Mueller’s arrest including, but not limited to, reports, affidavits, video surveillance from the Franklin County Jail and Greenfield Police Department and any other sources known, dash cam 
footage and audio from all the Greenfield Police Department vehicles involved, police-dispatch interaction, the investigatory report and any internal memos, files or paperwork.

The property listed above can be returned to the following address:

Pete Eyre
c/o Adam Mueller
OMITTED FOR ONLINE PUBLISHING
Jackson, WI 53037

——————–

To remind of you how we arrived at this situation:

• My and Adam Mueller’s rights were violated on 2010.07.04 by individuals working for the Greenfield, MA Police Department. (A two-part video published in early August and a blog post published in early November provide an 
overview of the incident: http://peteeyre.com/greenfield/)

• I was told by William Martin in late July that an investigatory report was being complied about my arrest. Once completed he said, I would be given an opportunity to review and discuss its findings with him. That never happened.
• I was then contacted by Michael Habel who told me that he was instructed by Martin to act as a liaison – to share the report findings and proceed accordingly. Despite dozens of phone calls that has yet to happen.
• I followed-up with David F. Guilbault and Todd M. Dodge to no avail. In one case I’m pretty sure Guilbault purposefully hung-up on me after hearing my name, claiming there was too much background noise.
• I have left dozens of messages with Michael McHale and his secretary (apologies but I don’t recall her name), but thus far haven’t heard anything tangible.
• I contacted the court to inquire about how to move forward. I was given no answer despite diligently explaining my situation to each person, transfer after transfer

More recently:

• On 2010.11.12 I was told by Michael McHale that he would watch the video captured on my camera per my request. I noted that it would prove that none of the charges levied against me should stand. We agreed that I would call him in 
one week.

• On 2010.11.19 McHale told me that he had viewed the video but that prior to speaking with me about it, he first wanted to talk with Todd M. Dodge, who he said had been out sick that week. McHale stated that since his Monday was 
packed he would speak with Dodge on Tuesday. McHale and I then agreed that we’d talk on Wednesday. My calls to his office that day went unreturned.

• Since then I received a call from Michael Habel. After I informed him of the previous unresponsiveness and unaccountability I’ve thus far received he said something like “Oh, you’ve been talking to Mike [Mike McHale]?” I inferred that 
they were either friends or at least work acquaintances. Habel concluded by saying that he would speak with McHale and that he and I would talk the next day. I haven’t heard anything and have left messages.

McHale informed me that he’s unable to proceed until I sign your paperwork that says I don’t want a taxpayer-funded lawyer. As I stated when in court on 2010.07.05 (and as seen at the end of the second of the two-part video already-
mentioned) I didn’t sign a contract with you to agree to the terms you are now threatening to impose on me.   The system you claim is objective is so perverted that I’m now threatened with years in your cages.

There is no crueler tyranny that that which is perpetrated under the shield of law and in the name of justice. – Charles-Louis de Secondat

Your agents used aggression against myself and Adam Mueller and your actions, or lack thereof, are only compounding it. You are each individually responsible for the continued injustice Adam Mueller and I have faced. Your actions, or 
inactions, are not absolved simply due to your occupation.

The state calls its own violence law, but that of the individual crime. – Max Stirner

The tax-gatherer is the very man I have to deal with — for it is, after all, with men and not with parchment that I quarrel — and he has voluntarily chosen to be an agent of the government. – Henry David Thoreau

I wish you a good day and hope this concludes our interaction.

#13 Heading Back to Greenfield, MA
http://www.copblock.org/1538/greenfieldma/

Posted on January 03, 2011. Tags: Adam Mueller, ademo freeman, David F. Guilbault, frederick macdonald, garry reed, Greenfield MA, jackie lemieux, Keene NH, Liberty On Tour, libertyflair.com, mak capuzzo, Massachusetts, michael a 
mchale, michael habel, mike habel, negative rights, Pete Eyre, porc411, Rich Paul, shire silver, smeg mclain, Todd M. Dodge, voluntaryism, william f. martin

Five months ago, after another productive day hammering-out Liberty On Tour logistics (this time from the lone ‘bucks in Manch-Vegas) Ademo Freeman and I packed our gear, climbed into MARV and drove to Greenfield, MA* to bail out 
Keene-based friends and activists Rich Paul, Mark Capuzzo & Jackie Lemieux.
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We’re amateur video documentaries. We record everything and this quick errand to MA was no different. We entered the Franklin County Jail lobby, approached the counter, explained that we wanted to bail out a friend, were told that we 
couldn’t film, had a conversation**, were told that we could film, returned 15min later with bail money and then were told that we no longer had the “right” to film.

We expressed our desire to complete the bail-out process and continued to document the arbitrary and flagrant abuse of claimed authority by those who wearing badges. Soon, handcuffs were roughly applied***, we went limp and stated that 
though we would not actively resist, we would not assist them in their actions and we were carried to separate squad cars. We were ordered to comply, to walk, to speak, to roll our pinky finger in the correct rectangular box on the cardstock 
fingerprint ID card. Throughout the entire process we asked pointed questions that we hoped would resonate and cause those mistreating us to realize that it’s never right to use aggressive force****.

Yet, thanks to the reality of this “necessary core function of government” that so many still actively or passively support, Ademo and I were carried to cold cages, held overnight and charged with a total of three felonies and five misdemeanors. 
What did we do to warrant such treatment? Who had we harmed? Do our actions warrant us being kept in cages to the tune of $46,000 per year?

On July 29th, accompanied by 10 friends from Keene and a couple local activists, we returned to Greenfield for Ademo’s preliminary hearing. Smeg (of LibertyFlair.com, recently harassed by TSA) and I were berated for not standing when “his 
honor” entered. I noted that respect is based not arbitrarily granted based on someone’s title and that we’d show them respect once we received respect.

Ademo plead not guilty through his alphabetically-chosen court-appointed libertarian-friendly lawyer. A few days later I proceeded pro se and pled the same. The court demanded I sign their form waiving the “right” to a court-appointed attorney. 
I declined, informing them that I didn’t want to further burden taxpayers and that I’d never signed a contract with them agreeing to the man-made legislation they attempted to shackle me with. Signing their paper would only grant them and the 
“rules” that had wrongly landed us in a cage, legitimacy.
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Last month, after finally calling me back, Mike McHale, who works in the office of the “District Attorney”, requested that I return to MA weeks ahead of our next scheduled 
appearance (Jan. 10th) so I could inform a judge about my stance in-person. I declined, pointing out the burden this would impose on me. Our attempts to speak directly with the judge on the phone were stonewalled.

In another conversation with McHale just before we left Tallahasse for Jackson, WI, I was told that if I didn’t have a serious criminal history I probably wasn’t looking at hard time. I told McHale that the issue wasn’t how much time I was 
looking at but the fact that I was even looking at any time since it was those wearing “Greenfield Police Department” who were the aggressors and Ademo and I who had clearly had our rights violated.

So, next Monday, January 10th, we’ll be back in Greenfield – Ademo for trial and me for pre-trial.

Why, since Ademo and I were arrested on the same day, are we at different stages in this process? That’s a good question, and one Greenfield bureaucrats never have answered. The actions of an objective and fair system?

Perhaps even more demonstrative of the unaccountability we’ve experienced is the refusal to share with us the footage captured on our cameras (which proves our story) and cell phones, despite Ademo’s motion (right), completed as instructed 
(his phone number covered by a Shire Silver card), and the fax I sent a month ago requesting such property.

If you’re in the area and want to join us on the 10th, here’s a Facebook Event with all the relevant info. If you can’t make it but still want to share your thoughts with those who claim to “protect” us, call any/all of those below.

David F. Guilbault / Todd M. Dodge
“Chief, Greenfield PD” / “Sgt., Greenfield PD.”
321 High Street
Greenfield, MA 01301
p. 413.773.5411
f. 413.774.6969

Michael A. McHale
“Dist. Atty. Off. (Franklin Co.)”
13 Conway St.
Greenfield, Massachusetts
p. 413.774.3186
f. 413.773.3278

Michael Habel
“Sgt., Mass State Patrol”
289 Mohawk Trail
Shelburne Falls, MA 01370
p. 413.586.9225
f. 617.727.6874

William F. Martin
“Mayor, Greenfield”
14 Court Square, 2nd Floor
Greenfield, MA 01301
p. 413-.772.1560
f. 413.772.1519

Frederick Macdonald
“Sheriff, Franklin County”
160 Elm Street Greenfield, MA 01301
p. 413.774.4014
f. 413.774.3525

More info:

• Greenfield, MA PD Arrest & Intimidate Activists For Filming a more-detailed overview of our arrests
• “My Name is Pete Eyre – My Docket Number Is 10.41.CR.11.41ʺ″ a two-part video about our arrests and a run-down of the “illegal” actions I supposedly violated

*Aware of MA’s draconian victim-disarmament legislation, we queried the supportive Keene411 community en route to see if I could leave with someone a little bit of ammo and a couple of disassembled, cased and locked firearms. We received 
some responses and left the property with a friend along our route. We had no intention of having any less-than-civil interactions with anyone in Greenfield, but decided to be on the safe side, well-aware of the propensity of those with badges to 
claim the right to search MARV without our consent.

While I don’t believe an individual must first gain permission from someone else to defend themselves, our short jaunt was not intended to be a fight about the right to keep and bear arms. But, if you read the second bulleted-link above, you’ll 
see that those wearing “Greenfield Police Department” badges not only broke into MARV but are now threatening me with years behind bars based on supposedly finding some ammo. Who though, was the victim? Does this punishment fit the 
alleged crime? Is this a good use of resources?
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**We pointed out that they were recording us through little cameras housed under black domes scattered across the ceiling. Also, that though there were posted signs that said cell phone use was banned, video taping was not mentioned. The 
same was true of the policies listed in their official tri-fold pamphlet (of which I still have a copy). Also, and most telling, we asked how an employee (those with badges) could restrict the peaceful actions of the employer (taxpayers). We never 
received a satisfactory answer.

***Filming those who work for us, especially when they’re on the clock, is merely a safeguard to hold everyone accountable. If it’s wrong for you or I to do certain actions it’s not suddenly just for a stranger with a gun to engage in them based 
on text on paper (that we’ve never agreed to) or a command by someone with more metals on their chest. Transparency is powerful. So is striking the root and advocating the ideal – complete individual liberty coupled with responsibility. 
Negative rights.

Most people today would admit that their local, state or federal police “service” is far from exceptional. Most readily admit drug prohibition is a failure. Yet, thanks to government schools and pro-State misinformation peddled by the mainstream 
media, many fail to see what’s causing and compounding these problems – the granting of authority to an organized criminal monopoly (the US government) that claims that the “legitimate” right to use force.

I believe most people are good and thus, once exposed to the idea that aggressive force by anyone (including those wearing badges) is wrong, many will realize that the goals they currently try to reach (peace and prosperity) are untenable through 
the mechanisms of the State. And that if they want to live according to what they know is right, according to natural law rather than man-made legislation, they’ll cease to grant any legitimacy to that institution based on violence. As Carl Watner, 
the author of my favorite book I Must Speak Out, says “If one takes care of the means the end will take care of itself.”

****Many of them know it wrong, yet their blinded by their faith in the State. Many note that they’re “just doing their job.” That’s one reason we communicate these ideas with those who actively facilitating the loss of our freedom of movement. 
Because they’ll stop when they realize it is them alone that is responsible for their actions.

After my booking process concluded (which finished with two grown male strangers removing my pants while I sat on a cold concrete slab in a cage) the man about to slide shut the heavy metal door told me “I’m with you more than you know”. 
My response: “Then quit your job.” He worried that those close to him wouldn’t understand. I told him, that if they loved and respected him, they’d try to understand what influenced his actions. And either way he’d be acting in accordance with 
what he knows is just. I pointed out the supported network around Bradley Jardis, who walked away from his job as a cop in New Hampshire based on principle. Also, I pointed out to this man standing in the doorway that if he has the skills 
and interest, chances are that he could still work in the security field, but do so for those willing to pay.

Further, MARV was parked blocks away and was totally unrelated to our supposed illegal behavior yet Sgt. Todd M. Dodge and his men wanted into my vehicle and our home. They attempted to get us to admit ownership. At one point Ademo 
asked Sgt. Todd M. Dodge, after he threatened to rip off MARV’s door to gain entry if we didn’t cooperate, what he’d do if someone broke into his house. Dodge responded: “I’d fucking kill them”. Yet Dodge orders his men to enter and they 
comply. And these individuals work for us?

#14 Got a Minute to Call Our Friends in Greenfield?
http://www.copblock.org/1568/got-a-minute-to-call-our-friends-in-greenfield/

Posted on January 07, 2011.

Ask them to drop our charges. Ask them why they haven’t released the footage captured on our cameras or returned our property. Ask them to do what’s right. They have no more right to violate our rights than do those without badges.

Keep in mind that you’ll be calling numbers on the East Coast so if you’re in Cali and intend to call, be sure to do so early enough so you can speak to a person.

David F. Guilbault / Todd M. Dodge – “Chief, Greenfield PD” / “Sgt., Greenfield PD.” – 413.773.5411
Michael A. McHale – “Dist. Atty. Off. (Franklin Co.)” – 413.774.3186
Michael Habel – “Sgt., Mass State Patrol” – 413.586.9225
William F. Martin – “Mayor, Greenfield” – 413-.772.1560
Frederick Macdonald – “Sheriff, Franklin County” – 413.774.4014

More info/Background

#15 Greenfield Justice Needs More Time…
http://www.copblock.org/1599/greenfieldjustice/

Posted on January 10, 2011. Tags: ademo freeman, Greenfield MA, Justice System, Massachusetts, Pete Eyre, Todd M. Dodge

This morning Ademo Freeman and I had court in Greenfield, MA.

As we approached the courthouse, our bud William said to our group “Hurry up guys. Time for justice!” trying to get us through the doors. A bailiff, stationed outside, responded laughed and said, “You’ve came to the wrong place.”

He was right. Below is an overview.

Ian Freeman was cool enough to film using Qik (he informed the court of his intention when he arrived this morning). Links to the first three are linked in the text and his fourth is embedded below.

First video (~1min)
We shuffled into a small courtroom. Standing by the door, I overhead one exiting court employee tell an entering court employee to “be careful” because “there’s a mob in there.” That “mob” were all the awesome individuals who took time out of 
their busy schedules to join us – we counted 24 total from NH, MA and NY.

We were supposed to start at 8:45am. That came and went.

I took a couple of pictures of my friends. I was told that was forbidden. I asked if we were in a public building. I was told I was. You can guess where the convo went.

At 9:10 I approached the court employees and asked when we were getting started, noting that a lot of people took time out of their schedules to be present. I was told that we “may have to wait all day.” Friendly.

Soon after the judge ordered everyone save for Ademo and myself (and our buddies) to leave the court. (Later, when walking down the hall a friendly but discrete lawyer pulled me aside and noted that that action – telling some people to leave – 
may have violated the Constitution – not that that’s where I look for my rights but in case he’s correct per that text for those of you who do).

Second video (~3min)
Ademo was told that his case would be continued to February 18th since his lawyer wasn’t present (we were told that he hurt his hand on Saturday). Ademo noted that he had never made an agreement with the lawyer (randomly assigned at his 
arraignment on July 2nd) and that he wanted to proceed on his own.

I reiterated that I would not sign their paperwork and tried to communicate just how unaccountable Greenfield bureaucrats have been in providing me any information about our case specifically and about court and agency procedural practices 
generally.

Third video (~1min)
Apparently they didn’t like our responses. We were told to go wait in the hall so they could hear 15 other cases. Michele Seven asked if we had enough time to eat. She was told by a snarky bailiff: “Sorry, but I don’t have my crystal ball.”

The fourth video (~10min)
We were called back into the court. I inquired why our cases were at different points (Ademo had trial, I had pre-trial). Ademo restated that he wanted to proceed and that he’d not made any agreements with any lawyer. I was told I could not 
represent myself and they could not continue with my case until I signed their waiver. Ademo requested access to his property (camera, phone) still in their possession. Then the judge said “I’m gonna get off the bench” and we were told 
“February 18th” by multiple people and they tried to usher us out. We sought accountability and got none.

VIDEO ON POST http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JLuLksl7cpc

Thanks again to Ian for filming (check out just a few of his endeavors: Liberty Radio Network, Free Keene, Free Talk Live, Keene Activist Center).

All in all, they didn’t drop our charges, return our property or even provide us copies of the footage captured during our arrest. Instead, they ordered us to return on February 18th.

For more, see our short post-court Qik update, listen to the Jan. 10th episode of Free Talk Live hosted by Ian Freeman, Mark Edge and Michele Seven and watch RidleyReport’s “Judge Bans Laughter” and previous related posts Greenfield, 
MA PD Arrest & Intimidate Activists For Filming and My Name is Pete Eyre – My Docket Number Is 10.41.CR.11.41.
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#16 MA’s Wiretapping Statute Targeted by Coalition of Free Speech Advocates
http://www.copblock.org/1842/mas-wiretapping-statute-targeted-by-coalition-of-free-speech-advocates/

Posted on February 15, 2011. Tags: Adam Mueller, Anthony Graber, greenfield massachusetts, michael allison, Pete Eyre, Radley Balko, Todd M. Dodge, wiretapping

Along with Illinois and Maryland, Massachusetts has the most draconian and outdated legislation targeting those who film “public servants”. Case in point the arrests of myself and Ademo and our felony wiretapping charges for filming while in 
Greenfield last July.

Unsurprisingly such an excessive and illogical punishment is not without major criticism and push-back. Those who claim the right to cage another person for such non-violent, non-victim actions are on the loosing end of this issue in the court 
of public opinion.

Just this past week an amicus curiae brief was filed with the First Circuit Court of Appeals targeting Massachusetts’s wiretapping statues. Its signers – Harvard Law School’s Cyberlaw Clinic, the Citizen Media Law Project, The Massachusetts 
Newspaper Publishers Association, The New York Times Company and other freedom of speech advocates – filed the brief on behalf of Simon Glik, who four years ago was charged with felony wiretapping for filming Boston cops making an 
arrest. Though his charges were later dismissed he and those who stand on the side of justice are still working to get accountability and to safeguard this right.

Nice. Hopefully those in Greenfield seeking to put Ademo & I in a cage are paying attention, especially as we have trial this Friday.

For more:

• “The War on Cameras” by Radley Balko about Illinois resident Michael Allison who’s facing 75 years in prison for filming a judge
• “Judge Throws Out Charges Against Anthony Graber” about the dismissal of felony wiretapping charges levied against Maryland resident Graber after he made public a video showing a plain clothes police officer exit his vehicle, gun in 

hand, and approach Graber in an attempt to stop him from speeding on his motorcycle
• “The “State of MA” aka Todd M Dodge vs. Ademo & Pete Eyre” about the felony wiretapping charges faced by me & Ademo in Massachusetts

#17 Massachusetts Wiretapping Case (for filming police) Headed for Trial
http://www.copblock.org/1878/massachusetts-wiretapping-case-for-filming-police-headed-for-trial/

Posted on February 19, 2011. Tags: ademo freeman, Double Standard, Filming police, Greenfield district court, Greenfield MA, Harassment, Massachusetts, Pete Eyre, Police State, Todd M. Dodge

VIDEO ON POST http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tSY0VrEixlA

Fellow CopBlock.org contributor, Pete Eyre, and I were assaulted (or arrested depending who you ask) by Todd M. Dodge (and some of his co-workers) last July for filming him and other public officials (county sheriffs) inside a public 
building (the Franklin Co Jail lobby). The ‘state of Massachusetts’ claims we broke their law (which I’ve never agreed to) because we wouldn’t stop filming and/or due to part of a telephone call being published online (when we were in jail!) – 
remember all actions were done in plain sight and with everyone’s knowledge. Since then we’ve returned to Greenfield, MA three times (counting this visit) for court proceedings because if we don’t the same men who assaulted us will come to 
our home (with guns) and take us to their court against our will. (For a complete overview click this meta post, which will bring you up to speed.)

Today’s hearing was slightly more productive, from the states eyes, than previous ones, mostly because the judge kept moving along despite our objections or questions. It started with me, who was called up first, because I had a lawyer who 
claimed to be representing me (he stopped returning my phone calls months ago and I decided to represent myself) so after he was removed from my case Pete was called to join me. We were asked several questions about understanding the 
procedures of the court, the charges against us and discussed the motions filed before the court. Here’s how it broke down.

The first thing the judge did was appoint us ‘stand by counsel.’ When Pete and I objected the judge noted it and appointed us counsel anyways. The judge said that counsel would be critical to our defense because procedure plays such an 
important roll in trial settings. I wanted to ask him, “are you saying that determining if someone committed a wrong against another won’t be the issue at my trial but whether or not I follow your rules is? How is that justice?” Also, in previous 
court appearances the ‘court’ asked us to pay $150 for state representation, which we refused, and now they ordered counsel to ‘stand by’ us – at no cost? I guess if you live in MA and can’t afford a lawyer you should do what we did, refuse to 
take one and the state will appoint one for you anyways, silly isn’t it. I wish those being forced to pay for it had a say in it; I’m sure the taxpayers of Greenfield wouldn’t approve of attorneys being paid for nothing.

After that, the motion to join our cases into one trial, even though there was also a motion to dimiss which – to me – would make more sense to hear first, was presented by the state. Both of us objected to the joining motion – due to our different 
charges, different defense tactics (possibly) and could have argued, if we believed in such document, that the constitution allows us to have separate trials – and the judge  noted our objections then ruled - allowed. I even mentioned how the DA 
stated that this would be cost effective for the state yet the state doesn’t seem to worry about my expenses or time. Why should we be denied the right to our own trials so the state can save a few bucks (money the government forcibly taxes from 
people anyways). The judge again noted my objection for the record but still favored the state in his decision.

We then moved on to the motion to dismiss filed by Pete and myself (Pete did the leg work on this). The judge listened to our statements about there being no victim, no body of crime and that without such our alleged charges have no merit. We 
touched base on a few of the fallacies provided in the states documents (which were just given to us that day) and the judge heard the state’s response. I guess it was a good sign when the judge said he’d take it into consideration and rule within 
30 days. It was probably the only thing the judge did that was even close to favorable for us.

Once that issue was over the judge asked me about a motion I filed two court appearances ago to have our property returned to us, video cameras and cell phones. I stated how the state has kept my property, that is my livelihood, for several 
months and I’d like it returned. The state objected saying they need the cameras and cell phones for evidence, I responded with they’ve had almost 9 months to obtain a search warrant to copy said footage. The back and forth on the issue 
continued until, like usual, the judge sided with the state. The judges ruling on the motion was that all property that wasn’t ‘evidence’ can be returned and that the state has an undetermined amount of time to provide me with copies of the footage 
and/or my actual property – which is code for never. I went on to add that I shouldn’t be punished because the state is inefficient and lazy with retaining my footage for evidence, though the judge seemed to agree with this statement he didn’t 
change his ruling.

We were then told the date (July 18th) we could return for our two day trial. Which, even though we’ve harmed no one the people who are demanding our presence have harmed many and continue to do so on a daily basis – until we stop them. 
So instead of having men with guns follow us around, we’ll be in their court, playing by their rules, which will most likely end in us doing time – at taxpayer expense of course. Why? Because we don’t know their rules, we don’t work with 
these people everyday (like the judge and DA do) and because we know we didn’t do anything to violate anyones rights. I can’t wait til the footage comes out, if it’s not deleted, not only were the ones who accuse us of these alleged crime doing 
the same thing but they couldn’t even explain the law (if there is such) to us while it was happening. The whole thing is a joke.

We’d like to thank those who came to court with us, again, to show support – we really appreciate it. If only the system was as interested as you to find and support what’s right, then we wouldn’t be in this mess.

#18 Greenfield, MA Documents
http://www.copblock.org/1962/greenfielddocuments/

Posted on February 28, 2011. Tags: brian schindler, christopher newbrough, franklin county house of corrections, franklin county sheriff's office, Greenfield MA, greenfield police department, jeffrey a. bengston, jesse sinclair, jordan lehtomaki, 
koch's automotive inc., leslie troczynski, lieutenant william gordon, Pete Eyre, Todd M. Dodge

Below are documents Ademo (Adam Mueller) and Pete Eyre have received related to their unjust arrests by Todd M. Dodge and his colleagues of the Greenfield, MA Police Department and Franklin County House of Corrections. Together, 
they face three felonies and five misdemeanors.

The pair have yet to receive the video footage on their cameras (taken by Todd M. Dodge of the Greenfield Police Department) and are slated for trial on July 18th, 2011.

For an exhaustive overview of the incident please see: CopBlock.org/Greenfield.

• Cards-AM & Cards-PE – the three cards Ademo & Pete were each given instructing him when to appear in Greenfield. Note the different status they’ve been at since the beginning, stemming from a “continued” box being penciled in on 
Pete’s first card (see this video at 9:45min for more). Questions to the judge and prosecutor (Jeffrey A. Bangster) about why this was done were never answered. More-recently Bangster motioned to have Ademo & Pete’s cases joined 
(Doc-Motion-MA-Join1, Doc-Motion-MA-Join2, Doc-Motion-MA-Join3 & Doc-Motion-MA-Join4), which was granted over their objections (see this video at 7:30min for more).

• Doc-ApplicationforCriminalComplaint-AM – document filed by Greenfield Police Department employee and arresting officer Todd M. Dodge on July 2nd, 2010 re charges to wants to levy against Ademo
• Doc-ArrestReport1, Doc-ArrestReport2 & Doc-ArrestReport3 – arrest report listing Ademo & Pete and their property stolen by Todd M. Dodge of the Greenfield Police Department
• Doc-CriminalComplaint-AM – document dated July 2nd, 2010 listing the three charges levied at Ademo
• Doc-CriminalComplaint-PE – document dated July 2nd, 2010 listing the five charges levied at Pete (check out this post for Pete’s breakdown of his charges)
• Doc-DefenseCertificateofDiscoveryCompliance-AM – documented noting that Ademo has complied with the request for discovery
• Doc-DispatchReport1 & Doc-DispatchReport2 – dispatch records by Greenfield Police Department employee Jesse Sinclair surrounding Ademo & Pete’s unjust arrest on July 1st, 2010
• Doc-FranklinCoJailRules1 & Doc-FranklinCoJailRules2 – tri-fold flyer displayed at the Franklin County House of Corrections (where Ademo & Pete went to bail out their friends). Though it expressly notes that cell phone use inside the 

jail is prohibited there is no language related to video-cameras (point #8 on the middle column of side #2)
• Doc-NoticeofTrialDate-AM – paperwork given to Ademo on July 29th, 2010 indicating that he’d have trial on Jan. 10, 2011. That didn’t happen. Nor did it happen on Feb. 19th, 2011 – the second date he was told he had trial. The third 

date communicated to Ademo for his trial is now July 18th, 2011
• Doc-OrderofPretrialRelease-PE – immediately before Pete was arraigned he was asked to sign paperwork indicating that he would “Possess no dangerous weapons, firearms and/or ammunition.” Pete refused, noting that he would not 

sign-away his right to self-defense, especially in areas outside MA. The prosecutor then added the words “in Massachusetts”, which Pete agreed to, since it would not impact such ability since Pete resides elsewhere
• Doc-PretrialConferenceReport1-AM & Doc-PretrialConferenceReport2-AM – a document from Ademo’s appearance in Greenfield on July 29, 2010. Note point #3 about discovery for “video and audio recordings” which five months 

later still has yet to be fulfilled. Yet the prosecutor, Jeffery A. Bengston, noted that he had complied with discovery requests, including “video” (Doc-ProsecutionCertificateofDiscovertyCompliance-AM). Now, after being assigned 
“standby counsel” against their strong objections, Ademo & Pete are told they have to go through their “attorneys” to get such information (see this video at 3:50min)

• Doc-MotorVehicleInventoryReport – document filed by Greenfield Police employee William Gordon about the result of his illegal search of Pete’s RV, MARV
• Doc-Receipt-Koch’s – after their unjust arrest MARV, Pete’s RV, was towed twice at the behest of the Greenfield Police Department, which he & Ademo were forced to pay with a little help from friends (see this and this)
• Doc-WitnessRequestForm-AM – form submitted by Jeffrey A. Bengston dated Dec. 21st, 2010 indicating those he wishes be present at Ademo & Pete’s Jan. 10th, 2011 court date
• Pics-AM – Ademo’s mug shot take on July 1st, 2010
• Pics-PE – Pete’s mug shot take on July 1st, 2010
• Pics-MARV – picture of MARVs dash. Todd M. Dodge of the Greenfield Police Department claimed MARVs VIN number had been “manipulated” which he gave as rationale for breaking into Pete’s vehicle and his and Ademo’s 

home. In reality, unlike most passenger vehicles, there is no VIN number on MARVs dash – the picture only shows a plastic vent covering. Pete is now charged with altering motor vehicle VIN – 266-139-A-0 (a misdemeanor) and 
possessing a firearm/ammo w/o FID card – 269-10-G-2 (a felony) based on claims that the search yielded some .40cal ammo (for more on these charges view this post)
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• Report-Dodge1, Report-Dodge2, Report-Dodge3 & Report-Dodge4 – report filed by Greenfield Police Department employee and the arresting officer Todd M. Dodge
• Report-Gordon-MARV – one-page report completed by William Gordon of the Greenfield Police Department about his illegal search of MARV, Pete’s RV and his and Ademo’s home
• Report-Lehtomaki1 & Report-Lehtomaki2 – report filed by Franklin County Sheriff employee Jordan Lehtomaki
• Report-Newborugh – report filed by Franklin County Sheriff employee Christopher Newbrough
• Report-Schindler1 & Report-Schindler2 – report filed by Franklin County Sheriff employee Brian Schindler
• Report-Troczynski – report filed by Franklin County Sheriff employee Leslie Troczynski

#19 CopBlock.org Contributors Attend Greenfield, MA Safety Commission Meeting
http://www.copblock.org/2001/safetymeeting/

Posted on March 01, 2011. Tags: copblock, copblock.org, Double Standard, Filming police, Greenfield MA, greenfield public safety commission, Massachusetts, Pete Eyre, Police State, wiretapping

On Fed 24th (2011) Pete Eyre and myself attended a Public Safety Commission’s meeting at the Greenfield (MA) police station. The exact same police station we spent the night in last July, charged with felony wiretapping for filming ‘public’ 
officials conducting their ‘public’ duties — meta post here. The commission meets once a month to discuss (or control) a wide variety of public safety issues including the police department’s policy and procedures.

Below is the video we took at the Public Safety meeting.

VIDEO ON POST http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Xj9g9WR0QQ0

Do you know how frustrating it is to be charged with a ‘crime’ for filming police officers that force (via taxation) millions of people (including me) to pay their salary? To spend a night in a jail that taxpayers are forced to pay for? To be dragged, 
wearing shackles and handcuffs, into a building that wouldn’t exist if people weren’t forced (again, via taxation) to pay for. To be prosecuted by a district attorney that’s paid for by the same means? To plead my innocents, because we all know 
you’re guilty until YOU prove otherwise, in front of a judge that is paid for by the same organization (the government) as everything else within the system. To add to the frustration, the ‘justice system’ of Greenfield tried to charge Emily Peyton 
with the exact same charges back in 2007 for filming a protest. It’s an identical case that the city ran from, dropping the charges, after the ACLU decided to represent Emily. Do you, seriously, know how frustrating this is for us?

The police, district attorney, judge(s), mayor and all associated positions (clerks, secretaries, ect) will not be troubled in the least by these proceedings. In fact it’s business as usual for them and their wallets won’t know the difference. Their bills 
will remain paid, leisure time unaffected and they’ll never have to tell their family “no” due to unexpected court expenses.  The only people who lose are the taxpayers and us because the system is against us from the start. You’re charged, tried 
and judged by people who share the same employer. An employer that threatens you with jail time, or loss of possessions, if you refuse to pay for their ‘services.’ How long will you allow police officers, district attorneys, judges and politicians 
to get way with such abuse?

Though this is frustrating for us, it’s going to be our (myself and Pete’s) main focus for the next couple of weeks because we have no choice. Our refusal to partake in their system will only land us in a cage, where it’s nearly impossible to 
represent yourself. We’ll be filling motions, interviewing other victims of the Greenfield Police department, doing outreach and talking to as many ‘public’ officials as possible. Just like we did in the above video. Our goal will be to highlight 
every last minute of this ridiculous process with our cameras, as we always do. If we’re going to go to jail we want as many people as possible to know the truth, the cost (both financial and personal), and how wrong it is to charge people for 
filming others in a public space.

If you have a story about the Greenfield Police Department and you want others to hear it (we can keep your identity hidden), contact us here.

*Note: All post relating to Ademo and Pete’s MA Wiretapping Charges can be found here*

#20 Franklin Co. Jail Surveillance Footage
http://www.copblock.org/2034/franklincountyjail/

Posted on March 02, 2011. Tags: Adam Mueller, brian schindler, chad sumner, christopher newbrough, cop block, copblock.org, franklin county jail, franklin county sheriff's office, Greenfield MA, jordan lehtomaki, leslie troczynski, 
Massachusetts, Todd M. Dodge, wiretapping

Last summer Ademo and I were arrested outside the Franklin County Jail. We had traveled to Greenfield, MA, where the jail is located, to bail out a friend. Together, we now face eight charges including felony wiretapping, despite the fact that 
we were filming in the open in plain view, which does not violate the stated legislation:

Wiretapping is defined as: willfully commits an interception, attempts to commit an interception, or procures any other person to commit an interception or to attempt to commit an interception of any wire or oral communication shall be fined not 
more than ten thousand dollars, or imprisoned in the state prison for not more than five years, or imprisoned in a jail or house of correction for not more than two and one half years, or both so fined and given one such imprisonment.

*Note* The term “interception” means to secretly hear, secretly record, or aid another to secretly hear or secretly record the contents of any wire or oral communication through the use of any intercepting device by any person other than a person 
given prior authority by all parties to such communication; provided that it shall not constitute an interception for an investigative or law enforcement officer, as defined in this section, to record or transmit a wire or oral communication if the 
officer is a party to such communication or has been given prior authorization to record or transmit the communication by such a party and if recorded or transmitted in the course of an investigation of a designated offense as defined herein.

Since then we’ve been trying to get accountability (click here for Greenfield-related content) and the footage from our cameras, which were taken by Todd M. Dodge and are still being held by the Greenfield Police Department.

Last week we traveled back to Greenfield to participate in their monthly Public Safety Commission meeting (see Ademo’s stellar write-up & video). While there we met briefly with Byron D. Caplice, the lawyer assigned to me as “standby 
counsel” despite my objections (see this video at 3:50min) to obtain the discovery supplied by prosecutor Jeffrey A. Bengston.

Though we didn’t receive any new documents we were given this video recorded on July 1st, 2010:

VIDEO ON POST http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=auwN7PHYYQE

Here’s an overview of what went down:

• 6:45pm – Todd M. Dodge of the Greenfield Police Department enters the lobby of the Franklin County Jail. Ademo and I had been inside talking with Franklin County Sheriff’s officer Christopher Newbrough and his colleagues for the 
last 10-15 minutes.

• 6:46pm – Dodge, Ademo and myself emerge, accompanied by Brian Schindler & Jordan Lehtomaki of the Franklin Co. Sheriff’s Office. Our conversation about us filming continues. It’s clear that Ademo (wearing the baseball cap) 
and I are recording. And we were both wearing Cop Block t-shirts, which depict a camera pointed at a police officer. It’s clear there was nothing “secret” about our actions.

• 6:51pm – Dodge states that if we refuse to move off the property we’ll be arrested for trespassing. We continue recording and explain that we merely want to bail out our friend – something we’ve already been told we can do by Franklin 
County Sheriff Capt. Leslie Troczynski.

• 6:53pm – Dodge takes Ademo’s property and puts him in handcuffs. Ademo goes limp.
• 6:54pm – Dodge and his Greenfield Police Officer Chad Sumner (who had just pulled-up) drag Ademo to Dodge’s cruiser
• 6:54 – Brian Schindler and Jordan Lehtomaki hold me while Chad Sumner put handcuffs on me. I go limp.
• 6:54pm – Newbrough (who had been working the desk and who we spoke with at length inside) exits the jail
• 6:54pm – Schindler, Lehtomaki and Sumner carry me to Sumner’s cruiser
• 6:56pm – Schindler, Lehtomaki and Newbrough enter jail

For the reports filed by Dodge, Schindler, Lehtomaki and Newbrough and other documents related to this incident, check out this post. For all content related to this incident check out this meta-post.

#21 Bloggers File Motion To Dismiss Felony Wiretapping Charges
http://www.copblock.org/2067/bloggers-file-motion-to-dismiss-felony-wiretapping-charges/

Posted on March 10, 2011. Tags: Civil rights, Double Standard, felony, Filming police, greenfield, Greenfield MA, Harassment, jeffery bengtson, ma, Massachusetts, Police State, Todd M. Dodge, wiretapping

For those unfamiliar with our story, CopBlock.org contributors Pete Eyre and myself stand accused of resisting arrest, trespassing, and felony wiretapping for an incident that occurred this past July. (Pete has also been charged with 
VIN manipulation and unlawful possession of ammunition.) These lame, trumped-up charges are not only a burden on our lives, they’re a complete and utter joke, and if you live in (or near) Greenfield, MA then you’re among those footing the 
bill for all of this nonsense.

Courts across the country have ruled that wiretapping laws do not apply to public servants in the same way they do private citizens. The Supreme Court ruled in United States v. U.S. Dist. Court for E. Dist. of Mich.Courts that, “incidents 
relating to public employment are frequently found not to be private. Additionally, public employees do not enjoy First Amendment protection in words spoken as part of public employment.” Meaning that regardless of the language of 
wiretapping laws, it still doesn’t apply to public officials who are conducting their duties in public, while being paid with public (i.e. tax) money.

As if the national precedent weren’t enough, time and again, judges presiding over courts within the so-called ‘Commonwealth of Massachusetts’ have dismissed these kinds of bogus charges, brought by police and district attorneys who’d 
rather not have their activities recorded and consequently subject to public scrutiny. Emily Peyton (while in Greenfiled, MA), Simon Glik, Jon Surmacz and Michael Hyde have all been charged with felony wiretapping, yet everyone but Hyde 
had their charges dropped. The ostensible reason for Hyde’s disparate treatment is the fact that all of the others were recording “in plain sight” – Hyde had his recorder inside his jacket. With the exception of Commonwealth v. Hyde (who should 
have gotten off as well, IMO), all of these MA courts have ruled that “knowledge of police officers through ‘plain view’ recording is enough to satisfy all-party consent requirements” in wiretapping cases. Meaning that if the police can clearly 
see your recording device, it doesn’t matter if they explicitly consent or not, they can’t infringe on your right to gather information on public officials.

As if you need yet another reason to see how silly it is to charge people with violating this ridiculous law, I have one more. It’s called the “expectation of privacy,” and it doesn’t matter if you’re a cop, the mayor, or just a regular Joe. Expectation 
of privacy covers public spaces and the amount of privacy you can expect in these areas. Most would agree that the gas station doesn’t need your permission to film you getting their gas. Why is that? Because you don’t have any reason to 
believe your actions are private in such space. The same goes for when you visit the bank. You don’t need to be told you’re on video, you should assume it, whether or not you see cameras or signs informing you of their presence. Indeed, the 
same principle should, and legally does, apply to the police. If you decide to film them, or say, a stalker, parked outside your house, neither party can have you charged with wiretapping, because they’re both in public and therefore have no 
expectation of privacy, regardless of their reason for being there.

So, taking these three points into consideration, I drafted a motion (below), hoping the court would apply basic logic and dismiss all the charges. If you’d like to express your thoughts to Greenfield’s judiciary, feel free to write the district 
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attorney or clerk of courts.

Clerk of Courts – Magistrates Office 425 Main St Greenfield, MA 01301

OR

DA’s Office: Jeffery Bengtson 13 Conway St. Greenfield, MA 01301

Motion To Dismiss Case Numbers: 104BR1141 – 104BR1142

Copies of this motion have been sent, via certified US mail, to the Greenfield (MA) district attorneys office and Greenfield (MA) clerk of courts.

Adam M. Mueller and Pete Eyre (referred to as ‘the victims’) are requesting a motion to dismiss the charge – felony Unlawful wiretap – 272.99-F-O – due to facts listed below.  “The victims” will be in court on March 14th, 2011 to present this 
motion to the district court judge.The presentation of this motion starts with defining felony Wiretapping.

• Wiretapping is defined as:  willfully commits an interception, attempts to commit an interception, or procures any other person to commit an interception or to attempt to commit an interception of any wire or oral communication shall be 
fined not more than ten thousand dollars, or imprisoned in the state prison for not more than five years, or imprisoned in a jail or house of correction for not more than two and one half years, or both so fined and given one such 
imprisonment.

• *Note* The term interception” means to secretly hear, secretly record, or aid another to secretly hear or secretly record the contents of any wire or oral communication through the use of any intercepting device by any person other than a 
person given prior authority by all parties to such communication; provided that it shall not constitute an interception for an investigative or law enforcement officer, as defined in this section, to record or transmit a wire or oral 
communication if the officer is a party to such communication or has been given prior authorization to record or transmit the communication by such a party and if recorded or transmitted in the course of an investigation of a designated 
offense as defined herein.

It’s “the victims” understanding, backed by statements given in discovery and previous rulings/cases throughout Massachusetts, that the wiretapping law of Massachusetts is intended to prevent, or deter, individuals from recording one another in 
secret, without the consent of all parties involved. Further more, the wiretapping law is not relevant to public officials who are conducting their ‘public’ duties (see attached documents). The Constitution of the United States clarifies this with the 
first amendment, asserting one’s right to freedom of the press, but one could also argue that individuals have no expectation of privacy while in public space/buildings, especially public employees.

Therefore, since there is no law against “openly recording” anybody in public spaces (including jail lobbies) or recordings where all parties present are aware (see officer reports) of such recording the charges should be dismissed (see 
attachments).

Not only were “the victims” openly recording the events but they had lengthy discussions with several Franklin Co Sheriffs and Todd M. Dodge of the Greenfield Police Department about the recording. Which means all parties involved knew 
they were being recorded and voluntarily remained within the radius of “the victims” recording equipment (cameras).

“The victims” are asking the court to view the security footage, provided by the District Attorney’s Office, from the jail on July 1st, 2010. The recording doesn’t show the whole incident but it does prove that “the victims” we’re NOT 
SECRETLY recording on July 1st, 2010 at the Franklin Co Jail. Due to such clear and undeniable evidence “the victims” ask that the felony wiretapping charges (MA statute 272.99-F-O) be dismissed and a letter of apology be issued to “the 
victims.”

Attachments:
Commonwealth vs Simon Glik – Granted Motion to Dismiss - No. 0701 CR 6687 (Attachment A)

Tagged Statements within Glik Motion: (*NOTE – 1.1 is a reference to our notes and won’t be seen on the link above*)

• 1.1 – Argued successfully, via Commonwealth v. Hyde, that the wiretapping law of Massachusetts’s is intended for ‘secretive and intentional’ recordings.’
• 1.2 – States that “there is no indication that the defendant’s actions and words were ‘secret’ or otherwise known as defining Plain Sight. This also applies to “the victims” case today.
• 1.3 – Further rulings and case law about plain view and interception, as defined by MA law.
• 1.4 – Argues police discomfort, which is all that took place on July 1st, 2010, does not make a lawful exercise of a First Amendment right a crime.

Cloaking Police Misconduct in Privacy: Why the Massachusetts Anti-Wiretapping Statute Should Allow for the Surreptitious Recording of Police Officers

by Lisa A. Skehill (Attachment B)

Tagged Statements: (*NOTE* – I’ve changed the points to reflect the footnotes to the above link. Example 22 & 23 are footnotes to the above link)

• 22 & 23 – Preventing Oversight for Police Misconduct and Plain Sight
• 26 – MA v. Wright, stating most cameras are equipped with both video and audio.
• 28 – Glik Dismissal – openly recording
• 31 – Hyde Ruling – no violation of wiretapping can exist if device is held in ‘plain view’
• 34 – Police Incentive – police will claim they don’t know about recording opposed to disciplinary actions
• 48 – Glik and First Amendment – Discomfort vs First Amendment right
• 83 & 84 – Do officers have equal privacy rights?
• 88, 89 & 90 – Two Prong Approach – Katz v. United States ,objective and subjective reasonableness
• 91 & 92 – Privacy of Public officials – public officials have a lower standard of privacy
• 126 & 128 – Benefits to Recording Police – invaluable to both citizens and officer, also provides clarity
• 152 – Smith v. City of Cummings – recognizes the right of private citizens to record public officials on public property, like jails.
• 153 – Filming maters of public interest – wiretapping does not apply to matters of public officials
• 160 – Jean v. MA State Police – right to publish matters of public concern, such as police misconduct, outweighs any privacy rights of police officers
• 172 – More Government Privacy – touches again on expectation of privacy of public officials
• 183 – Hyde v. MA – Public Right to Record and Gather information
• 196 – Right to Record – being of great importance to society as a means of accountability
• 203 – True Purpose of Wiretapping – cites facts about true intention of law, as well as highlighting its reverse nature today. Wiretapping is becoming the shield and the sword today
• 228 – Hidden Gem – Hyde decision states, “if Hyde had held his tape recorder in plain view, he would have been free from prosecution”
• 230 – MA v. Glik – clarifies once an “officer realizes they’re being recorded, it appears consent is no longer required”
• 237 – Nullify Wiretapping – Plain sight ultimately nullifies the anti-wiretapping

Officer Reports
Reports were provided by the state and are within the case file

Statements from law enforcement reports proving all parties had knowledge of recording:

• Franklin Co Sheriff (FCS) Christopher Newbrough states, “The two makes were holding what appeared to be hand held camcorders and they appeared to be filming our conversation.”
• FCS Brian Schindler stated, “Both individuals were holding camcorders with the viewers open as if they were recording.”
• FCS Jordan Lehtomaki stated, “On 7-01-10 at 1800 hrs Officer Newbrough informed me that there were two male subjects with video cameras in the lobby reception here to bail Paul, Richard.”
• FCS Leslie Troczynski said, “I noticed that both men were holding video cameras in their hands.”

All quotes and statements below are from Todd M Dodge’s report (ref 10-693-AR)

Dodge Reports found here – scroll down to Reports -Dodge 1, 2, 3 & 4

• “Dispatcher Sinclair indicated that two males are reportedly wearing ‘Cop Block’ T-shits and are audio and video recording the events inside the lobby of the Sheriff’s Dept.”
• “Capt. Schindler stated that his staff observed that they both were carrying audio/video recorders..”
• “I observed that they (‘the victims’) were both carrying audio/video cameras..”
• “Both stated backing away from me while still recording our interaction.”
• “I observed that one of the males was also wearing a small recording device around his neck attached to a metal type necklace.”
• “I explained to them that if they continued to refuse the Capt.’s requests that they would be placed under arrest for trespassing.”

*Note: In order to view the security video a DVD player and TV will need to be in court.*

(Authors Note: After completing this post I was notified that our motion will be heard on Tue, March 17th, 2010 at 9:00 am)

#22 Raw Video of Wiretapping Arrest – Greenfield, Mass
http://www.copblock.org/2132/raw-video-of-wiretapping-arrest-greenfield-mass/

Posted on March 16, 2011. Tags: Adam Mueller, ademo freeman, cop block, copblock.org, felony, franklin co jail, Greenfield MA, Massachusetts, Pete Eyre, Police State, Todd M. Dodge, wiretapping

Pete and I are hoping that with the release of this footage the states charges against us will be dismissed.

Yesterday the Greenfield district court judge ordered the release of this footage (video coming soon) taken July 1st, 2010. We were unable to transfer footage from one camera (mine), due to a dead battery, but the footage below is from Pete’s 
angle and it’s enough to show that we don’t deserve 5 yrs in prison for filming public officials. But don’t take my word for it, see the raw footage for yourself.
Videos are in order of the days events.

• Raw1 21min convo inside the Franklin Co. Jail, Eyre & Mueller leave to get the bail money after being told they could film
• Raw2 – 2min convo with Todd M. Dodge in parking lot of grocery store where they went to get bail money from the ATM
• Raw3 – 1min walk back to the Franklin Co. Jail
• Raw4 – 12min convo inside/outside the jail

VIDEO ON POST http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=C2aqIXovW7I
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VIDEO ON POST http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7Pr7wYFIagI

VIDEO ON POST http://www.youtube.com/watch?feature=player_embedded&v=BNnk4uQfnDI

VIDEO ON POST http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BeiSPPzP1f8

For more information about the charges and pending court dates, check out this playlist on YouTube.

#23 Op-ed Sent to Greenfield, MA’s local paper – The Recorder
http://www.copblock.org/2004/op-ed-sent-to-greenfield-mas-local-paper-the-recorder/

Posted on March 16, 2011. Tags: Adam Mueller, Emily Peyton, felony wiretapping, franklin county jail, Free State Project, Greenfield MA, greenfield police department, jeffrey a. bengston, Jon Surmacz, Massachusetts, Penn Jillette, Pete Eyre, 
Simon Glik, The Recorder

Last week we sent the text below to Justin at The Recorder – Greenfield, MA’s local paper. We haven’t heard back from Justin yet, and The Recorder doesn’t post their op-eds or letters to the editor online, so we’re not sure if it has yet run.

Tto our knowledge, the only coverage of our unlawful arrests and charges 
by The Recorder - which had superb coverage of Emily Peyton’s case in 2007 (she too faced felony wiretapping, resisting and trespassing charges for engaging in the same activity) – was after our arraignment on July 2nd, 2010. And that write-
up was unfortunately full of misinformation.

Hopefully Justin and his colleagues will realize the importance of informing their readers in Greenfield about the unaccountability thus far exhibited by their public officials.

———–

Holding Public Officials Accountable is Praiseworthy

Openly recording public officials is not wrong or illegal. Statutes, court precedent and public opinion concur. Yet that has not prevented Assistant District Attorney Jeffrey A. Bengston from wasting taxpayer dollars pursuing felony wiretapping 
charges against indie-journalists Adam Mueller and Pete Eyre, who were openly recording last July when attempting to bail out a friend at Franklin County Jail.

Perhaps Bengston is unaware that the same charge levied against Emily Peyton for videotaping an antiwar protest in Greenfield was dismissed because she had not been recording in secret. Or that Simon Glik and Jon Surmacz – both charged 
with felony wiretapping elsewhere in the Commonwealth – were vindicated based on the open way that they too had been recording.

As Mueller explained, “a camera doesn’t lie and it’s the most effective way to hold individuals accountable.” Yet he and Eyre were arrested, held overnight in jail and have thus far been ordered to appear in court on four separate occasions 
despite the fact that even the arresting officers acknowledge that the pair was openly recording.

In the eight months since their unjust arrests, Mueller and Eyre have sought accountability. Faxes, emails and well over 100 phone calls to the prosecutor, police department and mayor’s office have been ignored. They pair even reached out to 
Greenfield-native Penn Jillette, who in one segment about their situation, noted that “They’ve done something really really wrong in arresting those guys.”

Two weeks ago Mueller and Eyre traveled to Greenfield to attend the monthly meeting of the Public Safety Commission – tasked with police, fire and EMS oversight. Budget deficits were a common concern, which Mueller highlighted during 
the public comment time, drawing parallels between Peyton’s case (charges dropped) and he and Eyre’s identical situation (charges still being pursued).

How many taxpayer dollars have been spent pursuing something that has only one inevitable outcome – dismissal? How many more taxpayer dollars will be wasted before Greenfield public servants are accountable and drop the charges?

Bengston would do well to listen to Massachusetts Supreme Judicial Court Chief Justice Margaret Marshall, who penned that: “Citizens have a particularly important role to play when the official conduct at issue is that of the police . . . Their 
role cannot be performed if citizens must fear criminal reprisals when they seek to hold government officials responsible by recording, secretly recording on occasion, an interaction between a citizen and a police officer.”

For more visit: http://CopBlock.org/Greenfield

#24 Motion To Dismiss Taken Under Advisement?
http://www.copblock.org/2138/motion/

Posted on March 17, 2011. Tags: Adam Mueller, copblock, copblock.org, Corruption, Dishonesty, Double Standard, Filming police, greenfield, ma, mass, Pete Eyre, Police State
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On Tuesday Pete and I were, once again, in the Greenfield, MA district court to present the motion to dismiss published here last week. The court process itself when as expected with the DA trying to get our motion tossed due to a technicality 
and the judge refrained from viewing the video. An act that could end this whole ordeal quickly. Anyone who views the video can see all involved knew they were being recorded and that no one was harmed.

The judge seems to be sympathetic to our story and even scolded Jeffery, the DA, about returning our footage from the arrest. I’m still not sure what he’ll rule on the pending motions and I wish he would just watch the videos himself. He seems 
like the type of guy who does the right thing. Watch the recent court trip below and then tell us what you think. Do you think public officials have an expectation of privacy? Should recording public officials be illegal?

VIDEO ON POST http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ik8KvvQTEKU

Don’t forget to view the Greenfield playlist on CopBlock.org’s YouTube channel for a complete over view (or this meta post). Let’s end the War on Cameras!

#25 MARV’s Dash – See, No “Manipulated” VIN Number!
http://www.copblock.org/2186/marvs-dash-see-no-manipulated-vin-number/

Posted on March 25, 2011. Tags: ademo, cop block, copblock.org, David F. Guilbault, greenfield massachusetts, greenfield police department, jeffrey a. bengston, MARV, Pete Eyre, search warrant, Todd M. Dodge, william f. martin, William 
Gordon

VIDEO ON POST http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=co3U8oY_pa4

On July 1st, 2010, after arresting Ademo & myself at the Franklin County House of Corrections, our good friends at the Greenfield Police Department (GPD) broke into my home, damaged and stole my property, and charged me with VIN 
manipulation (a misdemeanor) and possession of a firearm or ammo without a Firearm Identification Card (a felony).

In a classic “let’s pile on as many charges against those who question our commands” Todd M. Dodge of the GPD sought to enter my RV (MARV, the Mobile Authority Resistance Vehicle), though it was parked blocks from our arrest location 
and not involved in the incident at all. Dodge claimed that the VIN number on the dash was manipulated (submitting a photo of a vent as proof) so he wasn’t able to discern if the vehicle had been stolen. After first threatening to break the 
window to gain entry, his colleagues took my keys off my person when being I was booked and entered my home without a warrant or probable cause.

During the illegal search, the VIN number was found on the MARV’s frame near the engine, which confirmed that the vehicle was not stolen (as if they actually thought that was the case – they just wanted in and were going to use any 
justification, no matter how nefarious). And sometime before that, Dodge’s colleague lieutenant William Gordon (badge #105) claims to have “located a metal ammo box containing boxes of .40 cal ammunition in the rear of the RV on the 
passenger side clothes cabinet,” hence, the additional felony firearms/ammo charge.

We’re scheduled for trial on July 18th, 2011.

For more:

• The meta-post about our experiences in Greenfield
• All the documents, including the reports submitted by Dodge and Gordon, from our incident (also listed on the meta-post)

If you feel like letting these bureaucrats know that they messed up, that’d be much appreciated:

• David F. Guilbault / Todd M. Dodge – “Chief, Greenfield PD” / “Sgt., Greenfield PD.” – 413.773.5411
• Jeffrey A. Bengston – “Dist. Atty. Off. (Franklin Co.)” – 413.774.3186
• William F. Martin – “Mayor, Greenfield” – 413.772.1560
• The Recorder – Greenfield’s local paper – 413.772.0261

#26 Will Greenfield, MA Bureaucrats Make Right to Pete Eyre & Ademo?
http://www.copblock.org/2218/greenfieldvideo/

Posted on March 28, 2011. Tags: ademo freeman, anarchy, brian schindler, bureaucracy, christopher newbrough, collectivism, cop block, copblock.org, Free Talk Live, Greenfield MA, Ian Freeman, individualism, jordan lehtomaki, leslie 
troczynski, Massachusetts, natural rights, Penn Jillette, Pete Eyre, Police State, public choice theory, Self-ownership, statism, Todd M. Dodge, voluntaryism, wiretapping

The evils of tyranny are rarely seen but by him who resists it. – John Hay

VIDEO ON POST http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=I0insIOhj94

This is an overarching video that details the aggressive force used by Todd M. Dodge of the Greenfield, MA Police Department and his colleagues at the Franklin County Jail against Ademo (aka Adam Mueller) & Pete Eyre on July 1st, 2010 
and the subsequent lack of accountability. Hopefully the content speaks for itself.

For all posts, videos and documents related to this incident visit: CopBlock.org/Greenfield

Please take a moment to help us seek accountability. Demand that they drop our charges and return our property. Ask them to do what’s right. After all, they have no more right to violate our rights than do those without badges.

Todd M. Dodge – “Sgt., Greenfield PD.” – 413.773.5411
Jeffrey A. Bengston – “Dist. Atty. Off. (Franklin Co.)” – 413.774.3186 
William F. Martin – “Mayor, Greenfield” – 413.772.1560
The Recorder – Greenfield’s local paper – 413.772.0261

*Keep in mind that you’ll be calling numbers on the East Coast so if you’re in Cali and intend to call, be sure to do so early enough so you can speak to a person.

#27 Letters of Support for Pete and Ademo
http://www.copblock.org/2233/letters-of-support-for-pete-and-ademo/

Posted on March 31, 2011. Tags: Greenfield MA, Massachusetts, Shaun Lee

Shaun Lee, mother and freedom activist, has spearheaded an ongoing Facebook event to gather letters of support for Pete and myself – we’re facing 3 felonies and 5 misdemeanors in Greenfield, MA for filming public officials. Below are two 
examples:

To whom it may concern:

I am writing to lend my support to Adam Mueller and Pete Eyre, arrested last year in Greenfield, MA for no other reason than the police had the power (force) to do so: “might makes right”! They had harmed nobody; they had not even broken 
any rules; and for that they are subjected to violent incarceration and infringement against their right to liberty. Is that how things work in the town of Greenfield, in the state of Massachusetts, in America? This violence against peaceful people 
must stop. The people of Greenfield and their representatives must step up and say, “It stops here.” Restoration of America as a nation ruled by moral laws rather than arbitrary and capricious men must begin at the local level. I call upon people 
of conscience to abjure the wickedness that condemns harmless acts and to free Mr. Mueller and Mr. Eyre, with apologies for the aggravation they have been put through and grateful acknowledgment and thanks for the wake-up call that these 
two and their supporters were able to deliver. It is time that victimless so-called crimes with arbitrary penalties enacted by petty, officious employees of the state – our servants! – were put to rest as a relic of a barbaric past. May it begin in 
Greenfield.

To whom it may concern,

I am appalled at the way the officers of Greenfield handled this situation. Pete Eyre and Adam Mueller were hurting no one. They were peacefully attempting to bail their friend out of jail and went through all of the proper steps to do so. I think it 
is horrid that police who have cameras and record everyone would arrest someone for recording them. I had a similar situation happen to me in the state of IL. How is it that police officers can record others without their permission but when it is 
done to them they have the ability to bind, kidnap, and cage a person? There was no sign on the property saying that cameras were not allowed. The officers refused to show the statute saying that said act was illegal. And at one point an officer 
gave them permission to record. Pete and Adam are stand up people; promoting freedom and liberty for everyone. They way they were treated is sickening and evidence of the larger problem of police abuse and the disparity of power between 
citizen and government.

I also find it of great concern that Pete and Adam’s property was broken into, damaged, and stolen from by the officers who had no legitimate probable cause. I urge you to drop the charges wrongly levied against these fine men as it is the only 
fair and right thing to do.

If you want to write a letter for the DA, Judge, PD, Mayor or in general – like above – let us get it there for you. All you have to do is email your letter to EyesOnGreenfield[at]gmail[dot]com. We plan on hand delivering these at some point in 
the future.

Thanks Shaun for putting this together and to all those writing (emailing) to those responsible.

#28 Update: Free State Friendship Tour – Greenfield, MA
http://libertyontour.com/2011/05/17/update-free-state-friendship-tour-greenfield-ma/
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by Ademo on 17. May, 2011 in Behind the Scenes, LOT: FSFT

YEP! We’re back on the road doing a six week tour that will bring liberty to your front door. Our first stop is a little more personal than the rest because the Greenfield, MA police, particularly Todd M. Dodge, arrested us last July for filming 
inside a public building. Charging us, Pete and myself, with 3 felonies and 5 misdemeanors. For more on this story click here.

This week we’re focused on reaching others who’ve been harmed by the Greenfield PD. As well as bringing more attention to our case, which hasn’t been picked up by the local paper here even though we’ve reached out to them several times.

The video below is an update to our events, we hope you enjoy it. If you live in Greenfield and would like to share your story with us we’ll be hanging out at the RePlay (music store on Main St) from 1 pm – 4 pm. Or feel free to contact us here.

 VIDEO ON POST http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ztEMLIxBID0

#29 Greenfield Police Have No Comment Or Accountability
http://www.copblock.org/4506/greenfield-police-have-no-comment-or-accountability/

Posted on May 19, 2011. Tags: ademo freeman, copblock, copblock.org, Corruption, Dishonesty, Double Standard, Filming police, Greenfield MA, Harassment, Liberty On Tour, Pete Eyre, Police State, Todd M. Dodge

VIDEO ON POST http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9Py3TfaEGn8

Last year Pete and I were arrested for filming Franklin Co sheriffs and Todd M. Dodge of the Greenfield police department. Yesterday Pete, Beau and myself headed to the Greenfield police station to interview officers there about filming police. 
The first officer we seen yesterday was Todd M. Dodge and before we could speak with him we were threatened by a lieutenant. He ordered me to have no contact with Dodge and that if I didn’t follow his order I could, “see what happens.”

It’s ironic that the Greenfield police consider asking Dodge, or any other officers, questions a form of intimidation. Especially since these guys make a living running around with guns on their hips demanding money and giving ‘orders’ to 
people. In another dispute, where an individual wronged someone else, the two parties would talk it out until a reasonable solution can be reached. Yet, when those people are police we’re forced to go through long legal processes that are often 
times too demanding or expensive.

The Greenfield police are lucky to be funded by the government, or your tax dollars, because I doubt anyone would pay for the service they seem to provide this community. Again, we’ll be at Replay on Main Street in Greenfield, MA from 1 -4 
tomorrow. Stop down and say HI!

VIDEO ON POST http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=I0insIOhj94

#30 Greenfield Police Harass CopBlock.org Bloggers
http://www.copblock.org/4744/greenfield-police-harass-copblock-org-bloggers/

Posted on May 24, 2011. Tags: abuse, Accountability, ademo, beau davis, cop block, copblock.org, daniel mccarthy, Dishonesty, Double Standard, Filming police, greenfield, Greenfield MA, Harassment, libertyontour.com, Massachusetts, Pete 
Eyre, Police State, Todd M. Dodge

Last week the Liberty On Tour crew was in Greenfield, MA to get accountability from those who had wrongfully arrested them almost a year ago. Daniel McCarthy repeatedly interrogated me for his information, following the crew several times 
in his cruiser (which is stalking), and then trying to issue a ticket to me for jaywalking as he himself, jaywalked across the street to issue the citation.  Soon after, a few other officers appeared on the scene, all armed, and one even armed with a 
camera.  As quickly as the officers appeared on the scene, all of them, minus McCarthy scurried off to the cop shop, leaving the original stalker to continue his seemingly endless harassment.

For more information on the Greenfield police click here.

VIDEO ON POST http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Zg8yQL3pTDs
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